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ve katkılarından dolayı çok teşekkür ediyorum. Ayrıca kongrenin çeşitli kurullarında görev alan, destek veren değerli
biliminsanlarına ve elbette kongreye bildirileriyle katkı sunan katılımcılara da teşekkürlerimi sunuyorum.
Uluslararası Göç Araştırmaları Kongresi’nin birincisi 2021 yılında Ankara University Antropoloji Bölümü
ve yine ICOMIR’in girişimiyle yapılmıştı. İkincisini Hatay Mustafa Kemal University Antropoloji bölümü
ICOMIR’le birlikte yüklendi. Üçüncüsünün ve devamının diğer üniversitelerin antropoloji bölümlerinin devam
ettireceklerini ümit ediyorum.
Göç konusu ve olgusu, öteden beri insanlığın ve bilim dünyasının gündeminde ama son on beş-yirmi yıldır
göç çalışmaları sosyal bilimlerde bir patlama yapmış durumda. Dünyanın birçok ülkesinde ve birçok üniversite
tarafından göç konulu kongreler, konferanslar, sempozyumlar, paneller vs. yapılıyor. Siz katılımcıların eposta
adresine de muhtemelen sık sık göç konulu bilimsel faaliyetlere ilişkin bilgiler ve katılım/çağrı davetleri geliyordur.
Birçok ülkede olduğu gibi Türkiye’de de göç temalı kongre, konferans ve sempozyumlar oldukça popüler bir konu
haline geldi. Tabiî bunu sadece “popüler bir konu” olmaya bağlamak ciddi bir olgu olan göçü “popülize etmek”
anlamına gelebilir. Göç konusu gündemde çünkü göçün kendisi başlı başına bir gündem ve Türkiye bir süredir
göçün merkezinde yer alan “göçalan” ülkelerin başında geliyor. Türkiye için bu kadar önemli olan bir konuda
akademik ilginin yoğun olması da kaçınılmaz oluyor doğal olarak.
Dünyanın çeşitli coğrafyalarında yaşanan savaşlar ve yoksulluk bugünkü kitlesel göçlerin temel nedenini
oluşturuyor. Türkiye’nin yanı başındaki Suriye, Irak, İran gibi komşu ülkeler, biraz ötedeki Afganistan, Pakistan
biraz daha ötedeki Çin ve Afrika ülkeleri… Buralardan başka ülkelere olduğu gibi Türkiye’ye de yoğun bir göç
yaşanıyor. Peki, niçin? Türkiye ekonomik, kültürel veya siyasal olarak göçmenler için uygun bir ülke olduğundan
mı, bir geçiş noktası olduğundan mı yoksa Türkiye, Avrupa’ya geçmek için bir basamak olarak görüldüğünden mi?
Bunlar tartışılmakta olan konulardır ve belki bu kongredeki bazı bildirilerde de bu konu ele alınacaktır. Ama açık
olan şey, hâlihazırda dünyanın geniş bir alanında kanlı savaşların yaşandığı ve insanların canlarını kurtarmak, hayatta
kalabilmek veya savaşın bir parçası olmamak için anavatanlarından başka yerlere –birçok sıkıntıyı da göze alarakgöçmek zorunda kaldıklarıdır. Son örnek ise Ukrayna’dır. Yine savaş ve yine trajedi ve yine kitlesel göç
yaşanmaktadır Ukrayna’da. Ukrayna’dan, insanlar, başta Avrupa ülkeleri olmak üzere, Türkiye de dâhil, dünyanın
çeşitli yerlerine kitleler halinde göç ediyor; istemeden, ölümden ya da ölümden daha beter yaşamak kaygı ve
korkusundan…
Ukrayna akademik göç çalışmaları için yeni bir alan sunuyor. Muhtemelen bundan sonra göç araştırmalarında
Ukrayna’da yaşanan göç ağırlıklı bir yere sahip olacaktır. Nitekim bu kongrede Ukrayna’daki göçü ele alan bir
bildirinin yer aldığını görüyoruz. Sonra başka yerler, başka kitlesel zorunlu göçler… ve bu böyle devam edip gidecek
gibi görünüyor.
İnsanın göç yollarına düşmesi yeni bir şey değil elbette. Yuvarlak hesap 150 bin yıl kadar önce Afrika’dan
yola çıkan homo sapiens, bugün dünyanın hemen her yerinde. Hatta dünya da yetmiyor olmalı ki göçmek için başka
uygun gezegenlerin peşinde. Yani göç, diğer canlı varlıklarla beraber insanın da “kader”idir denebilir.
Niçin ilk insanlar sıcak ve muhtemelen hayatlarını idame ettirecek yaşamsal imkânlara sahip bölgelerinden
çıkıp başka yerlere göç etmiş olabilirler? Soruyu net bir cevap vermek mümkün değil elbette. Ama ilk insanların da
zorunluluktan başka yerlere göç ettiklerini varsayabiliriz. İlk insanlar, açlık, kuraklık, aşırı sıcak gibi fiziksel ve doğal
olaylar nedeniyle kendilerine yeni ve uygun yerler aramak zorunda kalmış olabilirler. Kendi türünden veya başka
tehlikeli varlıkların tehdidinden kaçmak; avın ve besinin peşine takılmak için de göç etmiş olabilirler. Merak, yeni
mekânları keşfetme isteği göçün veya arayışın itici gücü olmuş mudur (çünkü bazı biliminsanları bu “arayış”ı da göç
nedenleri arasında görmektedirler), tartışılır. İşte günümüz bilim insanı o günlerden başlayan göçün hikâyesinin
peşinde göçlerin neden ve sonuçlarını anlamaya çalışıyor ve göçü kuramsal boyutuyla, buna bağlı olarak da “bilimin
soğuk yüzü”yle ele alıp tartışıyor.
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Doğrudan göçen ve göçülen yerlerdeki insanlar üzerinde oldukça “sıcak” etkiler bırakan göç olgusuna
bilimin soğuk yaklaşımı, aklıma yıllar önce bir yüksek lisans dersinde Metin Özbek’in verdiği bir “ders”i hatırlattı.
Gerçekten o ders bana bir “ders” olmuştur! Prof. Dr. Metin Özbek yanardağ patlaması, deprem, sel gibi doğal
afetlerin bilim insanları için önemli veriler sağladığını belirtmiş ve “Biz bilim insanları bu olayları çok severiz ve bu
tür şeylerin olmasını çok isteriz, çünkü bunlar bizim için çok önemlidir!” demiş, Vezüv yanardağının lav
püskürtmesiyle İtalya-Pompei’de yaşanan trajediyi örnek göstermişti. Bilindiği gibi iki bin sene kadar önce Vezüv
harekete geçmiş ve birkaç dakika içinde binlerce insan ve diğer canlılar bir anda taşlaşmıştı. Bir bilim insanı, bilimin
soğuk yüzüyle ve mütebessim bir şekilde bu olayın ne kadar önemli ve faydalı olduğunun anlatıyordu. Bu sözlerin
o zamanlar beni hayli etkilediğini ve bana çelişkili duygular yaşattığını hatırlıyorum. Bir anda taşlaşmış binlerce
insanı ve o anda yaşadıkları tanımlanamaz acıyı bir an bir yana bırakalım (çünkü muhtemelen birçoğu neler
olduğunu anlayamadan her şey olup bitmişti), ama ya yakınlarının ve geride kalanların duyduğu acı, eksiklik,
özlem…
Bir biliminsanı için Vezüv’ün harekete geçmesi ve benzeri doğal olaylar, hatta insan kaynaklı trajediler birer
veri, üzerinde çalışılacak, döneme ilişkin bilgi alınacak veya yapacağı sanatsal çalışmaya esin kaynağı olabilecek birer
önemli kalıntıydı, nesneydi… Taşlaşmış insan bedenlerinin o andaki “dönüşüm” hali zihnimde canlanırken
hissettiğim dehşet ve bir bilim insanının o olaydan soğuk ama saygıyla ve olayın yararından bahsetmesi… Derin bir
çelişki haliydi benim için.
Zaman zaman bizler de derslerimizde çeşitli belgeler ve belgeseller gösteririz öğrencilere. Belge ve
belgesellerde insan da dahil canlıların yaşadıkları zorluklar, insan ya da doğa kaynaklı trajedik olaylar karşısında
öğrencilerin gösterdiği tepkileri gözlemleriz. Bazıları rahatsız olur, bazıları belgeseli izlerken tepkilerini sözlü olarak
dile getirirler, bazıları gözlerini kaçırırlar. Sonuçta birer insan olarak belgesellerdeki görüntüleri izliyorlardır ve
tepkileri de oldukça “insani”dir. Sonra bu tepkiler üzerinde konuşuruz. Belgesellerde gördüklerimize birer “normal
insan” olarak ve birer “bilim insanı” olarak nasıl tepki vermemiz gerektiğini tartışırız. Bir kez daha bilimin soğuk
yüzü ile insan yüzümüz karşı karşıya gelir. Son noktada ibre birinciden yana kayar elbette; çünkü bilimsel bir
çerçeveden bakmak gibi bir sorumluluğumuz vardır. Bu yüz (yani bilimin soğuk yüzü) bilim açısından olmazsa
olmaz mıdır? Sanırım bu çelişki her şeye rağmen devam edecektir.
Tekrar göç konusuna dönecek olursak… İnsanlık tarihinin göçler tarihi olduğunu ve göçün âdeta bir
“kader” olduğunu az önce söylemiştim. Yine bilimin soğuk yüzüyle bakacak olursak, bu “kader”in kültürel
çeşitliliğin ve kültürel zenginliğin önemli kaynaklarından birini oluşturduğunu da söylememiz gerekiyor ve kabul
etmemiz gerekiyor ki bugünün kültürel çeşitliliğinin temelinde diğer unsurların yanı sıra göç de önemli bir yer
tutuyor!
Peki ama göçler hangi koşullarda ve hangi nedenlerle yaşanır. Bilim insanları tarafından göçlerle ilgili bir
hayli kuram geliştirilmiştir. Her bir kuram, göçlerin nedeni ve sonuçları hakkında ikna edici argümanlar dile
getirirler. Biz okuyucular ya da bu konuda bir şeyler söylemek ve yazmak isteyenler de o sözler üzerinde yorum
yapar ya da göçleri değerlendirirken aynı soğuk ifadelerle olayı anlamaya ve açıklamaya çalışırız. İnsanların
çoğunlukla zorunlu, bazen de gönüllü olarak göç ettikleri hususunda büyük ölçüde görüş birliğine varabiliriz. Ama
insanların bu göçlerden önce, göçler sırasında ve göçlerden sonra yaşadıklarıyla ilgili bilgi ve duygu sahibi olsak da
bunları mümkün olduğunca –nesnel olmak saikıyla- çalışmanın dışında tutmaya çalışırız. Çünkü biz bir olaya
“nesnel” yaklaşmalıyızdır ve duyguları için içine katmamalıyızdır!
Neticede, göçler tarih boyunca var olmuştur ve göçler insanlığın kültür tarihinde önemli duraklar veya
uğraklar oluştururlar! Her bir insanın, her bir toplumsal/kültürel grubun yaşadığı dram “o an” için bizi etkilese de
sonrası için sadece bir inceleme, araştırma konusu olarak karşımızda durur. Göç bizler için artık bir “nesne”dir.
Bizler de o “nesne”yi çözümlemeye çalışan araştırmacılar!
Gerçekten de böyle midir? Göçü yaşayan, göçün etkilerini bizzat hisseden toplumları, aileleri ve bireyleri
incelerken bilimin soğuk elleriyle mi yordama yaparız? Böyle olduğunu iddia edebiliriz ama bu sadece bir iddia da
olabilir. Bizler de tıpkı derste belgesellerdeki etkileyici sahneleri izlerken duygularını gizleyemeyen öğrenciler gibi,
“olay”ın içindeyken kendimizi olayın tamamıyla dışında göremeyebiliriz. Kendi anayerleşimlerinden zorunlu olarak
göçen insanların, kalıcı olarak yerleştikleri veya geçici olarak kaldıkları yerde yaşadıkları dramlar, trajediler (veya
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nadiren de olsa mutlu hayatlar); göçtükleri yerlerden neden göçtüklerine ilişkin anlattıkları iç burkan acı hikâyeler,
yeni yerlerinde karşılaştıkları güçlükler ve aldıkları olumlu-olumsuz tepkiler, göçe neden olan iç ve dış sebepler,
göçlerden nemalanmaya çalışan devletler ve hükümetlerin varlığı, vs. vs. hepimizi değilse bile bazılarımızı derinden
etkileyebilir. Sadece göçenlerin değil, göç almış yerlerdeki “yerli”lerin yaşadıkları ve hissettikleri de aynı şekilde
birçoğumuzu etkisi altına alacaktır. Bunlara bağlı olarak “Bu insanlar bunları yaşarken, benim yapmaya çalıştığım
şey, yani bilgi ve veri toplama gayretim ve bunu belki akademik ilerlemede bir basamak olarak kullanma çabam,
etik midir, insani midir? Burada ne yapıyorum ben?” sorularını soran araştırmacılar olduğunu birçoğumuz –bizzat
kendimiz yaşamamışsak bile- tanımış ve/ya duymuş olabiliriz. Bilimin soğuk yüzünü bilen ve bunu kendisine şiar
edinmiş biliminsanları bile bu duygulardan veya olgulardan kolayca kaçamaz.
Fakat hayat devam ediyordur ve biliminsanları büyük İnsanlık için çalışmalarına devam etmek
durumundadırlar. Çünkü bilirler ki insanlar, insanlık tarihi boyunca kendisine acı veren çok sayıda olay yaşamıştır;
göçler de bunlardandır ve göçler, netice itibariyle az öncede belirtildiği gibi bugünkü kültürel çoğulluğun, çeşitliliğin
de temelini oluşturan etmenlerden biri de göçlerdir. Ve çoğu biliminsanı soğuk-sıcak karşıtlığını veya diyalektiğini
hissederek, yaşayarak ve yaptıklarının sonuçta İnsan (ve İnsanla birlikte dünyadaki diğer varlıklar) için yararlı
olacağını düşünerek işlerini görev sorumluluğuyla yerine getirmeye devam ederler.
Bu kongreye katkı sunan yetmiş civarındaki katılımcının göç ve insan konusunda söyleyecekleri epeyce
sözlerinin olduğunu kongreye gönderilen bildirilerden biliyoruz. Göçlerin insan, toplum ve kültür üzerindeki
etkilerini enine boyuna tartışacak olan katılımcılar daha geniş bir perspektiften bakarak göç olgusunun soğuk ve
sıcak yanlarını, gözlemlerine dayanarak aktaracaklardır. Kongrede sunulan bildiriler göçü çok geniş bir yelpazede
ele alıyor. Bu da gayet doğal çünkü göçler, özellikle kitlesel göçler hem göçenlerin hem de göçülen yerdeki insanların
hayatlarını çokyönlü olarak etkilerler ve göçler sonuç ve etkileri nedeniyle multidisipliner çalışmaları gerekli kılarlar.
İşte bildiriler de bize göçün çeşitli yönleriyle toplumları ve kültürleri nasıl etkilediğini gösterecektir bir kez daha.
Ve son olarak tekrardan bütün katılımcılara ve emeği geçen arkadaşlara katkıları için tekrar teşekkür ediyor,
iyi, başarılı ve verimli bir kongre olmasını diliyorum.
Mustafa ÇAPAR
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Encounters in the Informal Garment Sector of Istanbul: Field Struggle of Syrian
Refugee1 Workers and Local1 Workers A Case Study in Esenler, Istanbul

Özge SARIALIOĞLUI1
Abstract
This paper focuses on the various forms of relations between Syrian refugees and locals in the informal garment
sector via the merdiven-altı garment ateliers in the Esenler district of Istanbul. This study will produce a framework
showing how Syrian refugees integrate into the informal garment sector and how they encounter local workers and
employers, as well as the responses of locals during this process by discussing empirical data and Bourdieu’s theory
of field, and De Certeau’s approach to strategy and tactics together. It will be argued that how relations between
Syrian workers, local workers, and local employers are determined by the volume of their bargaining power, capital,
and position which they already have, try to obtain, and try to protect. The answers that are presented in this article
are based on empirical material, collected in the Esenler district of Istanbul, including 30 in-depth interviews with§
Syrian workers and 30 in-depth interviews with local workers as well as participant observation in a merdiven-altı
garment atelier. This article shows that the encounters in the sector and relations between Syrian refugees and
locals are actually a struggle that takes forms of bargain, conflict, and solidarity. Furthermore, this research
describes the tactics of Syrian refugees, which are circulated in-group, in meeting the informal garment sector, local
workers, and employers, as well as locals’ tactics in the field.
Keywords: Syrian refugees, locals, informal garment sector, struggle, field, tactics.
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Longing or Belonging: The Case of Bulgaria Turks

Zeyneb ERSAYIN1
Abstract
Migration relations between Turkey and Bulgaria started with the expansion periods of Ottoman Empire and
continued during the Turkish Republic periods. After being placed in Bulgaria Turks lived their new homes but
their longing for the homeland never ceased. When they finally came to Turkey they found themselves in a
complicated situation. They are Turks anyway but they were minorities in Bulgaria and migrants in Turkey. This
study aims to examine the social and economic conditions of Bulgaria Turks before and after migrating to Turkey
and relate its findings with the integration and identity as they were issues for Bulgaria Turks both in Bulgaria and
Turkey. Departing from the experiences of migrants who migrated to Turkey at different periods and under
different circumstances, the differences and/or similarities of their situations are investigated. According to
findings of this study, both former and newer immigrants felt themselves integrated when they lived in Bulgaria,
but integration to Turkey took time. In Bulgaria they felt themselves as normal citizens but it was the Bulgarians
who remind them their Turkishness with the discriminatory events. In Turkey they were different, too and the
difference was more obvious for the new immigrants.
Keywords: migration, integration, identity, Bulgarian Turks
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The Effect of Social Media on the Syrian Refugees Living In Turkey

Ali Murat VURAL1
Yasmin ALDAMEN2
Abstract
The study of the effect of social media use on Syrian refugees is the subject of this study. In this context, the
research aimed to determine the effects of social media on Syrian refugees from the point of view of Syrian refugees
living in Turkey. Therefore, the study has a special importance in terms of being able to see the functional use,
form and proportions of social media on all refugees, especially Syrians, as well as their level of influence. The
quantitative data of the study were obtained from field study based on the survey technique conducted with 303
Syrian refugees in Turkey; the qualitative data were obtained from focus group interviews conducted with 15
participants in Istanbul. According to the data obtained, social media has both positive and negative effects for
Syrians who are refugees. The positive effects of social media on the Syrian refugees according to the results of
the study were in social, educational and commercial aspects such as connecting with their families and relatives,
establishing friendships, reaching charities and aids organizations, and learning and acquiring new skills. On the
other hand, it was observed that social media had very strong negative effects on the refugees, such as collective
memory impairment, psychological problems, witnessing the presence of negative perception of refugees, and
causing compassion fatigue towards refugees suffering. Results as well showed social media negative effects on
leading to lack of refugee family interaction because of addiction and long use, using it as a tool in exploiting and
smuggling some refugees, spreading false news, increasing xenophobia against them, stigmatizing refugee women
in some contexts and increasing sexual and gender-based violence in other contexts.
Keywords: Social Media, Syrian Refugees, Turkey, False News, Effect.
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Frequency of Family Violence Among Married Migrant Women and Affecting Factors

Sema ÇİFÇİ1
Roza El SÜLEYMAN2
Abstract
Violence against women is an important public health problem because of its prevalence and consequences. This
study aimed to determine the frequency of family violence experienced by married and Syrian immigrant women
and the factors that affect it. The population of the cross-sectional study consisted of Syrian and married migrant
women living in Mardin city center and Kızıltepe district. The study sample consisted of married immigrant women
who applied to Mardin and Kızıltepe Immigrant Health Centers within a month and agreed to participate in the
study. In this study, a questionnaire form consisting of two parts of the literature was used. In this study, the
necessary written permissions were obtained from the Ethics Committee of Mardin Artuklu University, Mardin
and Kızıltepe Immigrant Health Centers. The research was conducted between 15.03.2021 and 15.04.2021 and
reached a total of 405 people. 1.2% of the married women participating in the study were under the age of 18 and
41.2% were between the ages of 19-29. 55.0% live in the city center and 39.4% live in the district center. 38.3% of
them have 4 or more children. 27.9% of them got married before reaching the age of 18. 13.6% of them have
university and Master degrees, 30.6% are not even literate. While 13.1% of their spouses are illiterate, 16% of them
have university and Master degrees. 91.9% of women and 22.7% of their husbands do not work. Considering at
their economic situation, it was determined that 72.1% of them have income less than their expenses. 72.6% of
them live in a small family. 10.1% of women; 7.2% of their spouses said they had experienced violence by their
family in the past. 52.1% of women were subjected to violence by their husbands, 45.2% were subjected to verbal
violence, 31.4%, physical violence, 13.1% and sexual violence, 24.2% to economic violence. With violence; there
is a significant relationship between marriage method, education level of himself and his spouse, economic status,
and his or his spouse's exposure to violence in the past Family violence is common among married Syrian
immigrants. Violence is affected by some factors such as the manner of marriage, the educational status of him
and his wife, the economic situation, and the exposure of his wife or husband to violence in the past.
Key words: Migration, Woman, Family violence, Syria
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Transnational Migration: A Challange to Methodological Nationalism

Duygu DUMAN1
Doğan BIÇKI2
Abstract
Transnational perspective in migration studies gained increasing attention from scholars recently. This perspective
is based on immigrants’ networks established across different locals. Transnationalism does not only focus on
immigrants' networks of their country of origin and the country of emigration, but also examines the immigrants'
connections and flows between other geographies. The emergence of a more complex society consisting of

different cultures and identities has also caused a change in the nation-society-oriented understanding of
sociology. This study primarily focuses on the discussion of methodological nationalism in the context of a
paradigm shift in sociology. This article argues that the understanding of modern society built around the
nation-state has led to a society formulation that ignores different groups and cultures within the society
and tries to gather these groups under a single identity. Transnational migration approach is related with this
methodological shift occurred mainly in sociology through various developments and processes in the world;
globalization, increasing mobility of people and international migration, post-colonialism, increasing and expanding
communication technologies. In the era of globalization, international migration is mostly studied within a
transnational perspective and international social field and network approaches provides this transnational aspect.
In this paper the basic assumptions and contributions of the transnational migration approach in the
migration literature will be examined. This paper discusses briefly the methodological shift in sociology and its
relation with transnational migration perspective.
Keywords: Methodological Nationalism, Migration, Transnational, Society, Globalization.
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Homemake: After Forced Migration Marriage and Despite Stigmatizing

Seda GÖNÜL1
Abstract
Turkey has come under the influence of a large wave of immigration from countries including particularly Syria,
as well as Iraq and Afghanistan. The Syrian war has made millions displaced since 2011. Today, more than 3.6
million Syrian live in Turkey with temporary-protection status. After ten years, we can say that among the urgent
needs of migration, social cohesion and the phenomenon of racism come to the fore. Overcoming legal obstacles
and/or material impossibilities, migrants develop different strategies. One of the most well-known survival
strategies used by immigrants is marriage. Immigrant marriages became more visible in Turkey with the forced
migration from Syria. Therefore, the issue of marriage is mostly handled through Syrian women as "Syrian brides".
Clearly seen that negative stigmatization towards Syrian women has been established in Turkey. The negative image
of Syrian women seems to be fed in large part by the second and third marriages of Syrian women with Turkish
men. Though, Syria and Turkey have a long-lasting business, trade, and kinship relations, especially in the border
cities and so marriage between these societies is not a new concept. How does marriage with a local person affect
relations with the host community? What are the mechanisms of forced migration and post-marriage social
inclusion and social exclusion? There is some reason for the lack of social inclusion apart from stigmatization,
discrimination, and racism. It is difficult for women to socialize outside the home because social isolation is
intensified for them. Therefore, immigration and marriage are experienced in one place: the home place. One
source of lack of communication and integration with the locals is language. Research is based on in-depth
interviews with Syrian refugee women who have marriage experience with Turkish men after immigrating to turkey
in seven different cities and will assess their migration experiences.
Keywords: homemaking, social cohesion, social exclusion, gender, marriage migration.
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Integration with Recreactional Therapy with Immigrant Adolescents: An Erasmus Program Study
(The Case of Germany)''

Ayşe ÇAKILAR 1
Abstract
Immigrants may face adaptation problems, especially during this transition period in their social life, and
subsequently experience mental problems. When we focus on the situation in particular, children are in a much
more risky position when they are exposed to the migration journey with their families or alone, as they do not
have a say in this decision and have not yet completed their developmental age (Polat, 2007). It is the sharing of
an Erasmus internship mobility experience in which recreactional exercises are applied during the adaptation
process. The study was carried out by signing a mutual agreement with the Germany Internationaler Bund (IB)
Jugendmigrationsdienst Homburg / Neunkirchen institution and Sakarya University. In the study, activities based
on four-week recreactional exercises were carried out in order to contribute positively to the experiences of
Turkish immigrants in the integration processes. Migration is not only a displacement movement, but also a sociocultural transition process. The child, who tries to establish his/her self-development between the society he lives
in and the society he belongs to, finds himself in a complex process (Levels & Dronkers, 2008). At the end of the
individual interviews made in the study, all those who participated in the events -cooking.playing folkloring dance
,visiting new cities,interwievs ,going to picnic -at the Homburg International Bund institution were pleased by the
efects of the recreactional threapy. It has been emphasized that sport and recreation need to be studied within the
context of associated social structures, community opportunities, and personal values. New directions for research
and practice by community psychologists have been noted (cf., Danish, 1983).
Keywords: immigrant, adolescent, recreational therapy, activity, integration, erasmus.
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Ethnographic Observations on the Family Habitus of Turkish Immigrants: The Case of
Hamburg

Murat ARPACI1
Abstract
The subject of this research is the transformation in the habitus of migrant worker families from Turkey living in
Hamburg and the sociological consequences of the transformation. The research was carried out through in depth
interview and ethnographic observation. The participants interviewed in the study are the children and
grandchildren of the first generation who came to Germany in the 1960s. The research aims to reveal the
transformations in family habitus, the differentiations in tastes, preferences, skills and inclinations. Aiming to
understand both the present and the backward sociological transformation of labor migration from Turkey to
Germany, the research discusses intergenerational continuities and breaks in family habitus. The concept of habitus
allows us to understand from a unique perspective the cultural transformation, loss of class, difficulties that
immigrant families experience in the face of new objective conditions, their body culture, tastes, social
predispositions and how they produce these predispositions. Habitus, which is shaped on the basis of class
distinctions and becomes visible with the differentiation of tastes (such as aesthetic taste, nutritional habits) and
predispositions (especially in fields such as education, art, sports), also affects the success and failure of individuals
in the fields of education, culture and economy. The research, which approaches the habitus of immigrants from
this perspective, aims to problematize the social problems experienced by Turkish workers in Germany, their
differing tastes and tendencies, within the framework of transformation of family habitus.
Key words: Germany, Hamburg, Migration, Habitus, Family.
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Being an Afghan and Iraqi in Karaman

Hayriye DÖLEK1
Mehmet ÇAKIR 2
Abstract
Migration is defined as the movement of people from one place to another for economic, social, political and
cultural reasons. This act of moving can actually be the beginning of many problems. As a matter of fact, Turkey
is known as a country where many immigrants live, especially in recent years. So much so that the phenomenon
of immigration and the subject of immigration are undoubtedly among the most talked about topics in the public
lately. From this point of view, the subject of this research is to reveal what the factors affecting the integration
process of immigrants are and how their world of meaning is related to the problems experienced by immigrants
during this integration process.In this study, the population of this research, in which data was collected by
interview technique, which is one of the qualitative research methods, consists of immigrants from Afghanistan
and Iraq in Karaman. In the research, data were collected based on a fully structured interview form, observation
and interview techniques. In the study, audio recordings were also taken with the permission of the participants.
In this direction, a working group of 10 people in total, including 6 immigrants from Afghanistan and 4 immigrants
from Iraq, was formed. The reason why we chose a qualitative study is to reveal the semantic worlds of Afghan
and Iraqi immigrants in more detail.In the research, 12 codes were created according to the results obtained from
the data in the field. These are as follows: location decision, job, Problems in Turkish communication,
communication venues, Ideas about Turkish courses, attitudes of indigenous people towards immigrants, exclusion
experience of immigrants, culture similarity and its relationship with integration, neighbourhood relationships,
benefit from basic education services, access to health services, religion and integration. Using these codes, the
data in the field study were analyzed.
Keywords: Migration, Afghan and Iraqi immigrant, Integration
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Social Inclusion Problems of Refugee Women: A Meta-Synthesis Study

Zeynep HİÇDURMAZ1
Vehbi Onur DEMİRCİLER 2
Oktay ŞAHBAZ 3
Abstract
In this study, it is aimed to evaluate the findings of the qualitative research on the social inclusion of refugee women
in Europe with the meta-synthesis method. For this purpose, a systematic search of two major international
databases was carried out: Scopus, EBSCOhost. Search terms, inclusion, and exclusion criteria were determined.
Qualitative studies published in English between the years 2011-2021, which concern only European countries,
are included. For SCOPUS, there were 259 studies identified in the initial search. After applying the inclusion
criteria (European countries and 2011-2021), 52 studies remained. Full‐text reviews were conducted with 52
studies. After all inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied, a total of 8 qualitative research studies remained.
For EBSCOhost, there were 911 studies identified in the initial search. After duplicates were removed, 548 studies
remained. Full‐text reviews were conducted with 548 studies. Results not directly related to social inclusion were
excluded. Almost all of the out-of-scope studies have been done in the field of health sciences, and medicine, and
include topics such as women's reproductive health, maternal health, pre-natal, post-natal health, and gynecological
diseases. After all inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied, a total of 15 qualitative research studies remained.
A total of 23 studies were included in the meta-synthesis review. A meta‐synthesis of study findings led to the
development of five major themes and 15 subthemes. The themes are; legal issues, socio-cultural issues, economic
issues, health issues, and solution strategies. Subthemes are; for legal issues; residence permit issues, bureaucracy,
for socio-cultural issues; being a mother in a foreign country, language education, gender roles, cultural capital, for
economic issues; employment, ethnic labor market, for health issues; health literacy, cultural norms, health
care/treatment problems and, for solutions strategies; language learning, labour market integration, social
integration, health services.
Keywords: Refugee women, social inclusion, meta-synthesis, Europe.
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Dönmek: Göç Yollarında Türkçe Sözlü Rap

Arrival: Turkish Rap on the Way of Immigration

Duygu KESKIN HATTON 1
Kadriye ŞAHİN 2
Abstract
One of the most deeply imprinted immigration waves in the recent history of Europe is based on a call by the
Federal Republic of Germany due to the country’s divided structure and lack of personnel. The call for
“Gastarbeiter” (guest worker), which was the solution that would ensure the reconstruction of the country and the
continuity of production, covers different dates for different countries and includes Turkey in 1961. From this
date on, a transformation that would trace the identity of Europe has begun with social conflicts and changes,
which was summarized by Max Frisch with the following words: “we called for labor, but people came.” Although
it initially had included workers, the inclusion of families in this migration impacted many areas ranging from
diplomatic relations between the two countries to social and artistic life. Rap with Turkish lyrics, an area where
oral culture is rebuilt in Turkey today, emerged in Germany as an emotional manifestation of young people who
tried to express themselves after this migration. Spreading from the United States to the world as the voice of the
oppressed, a youth fire, and underground culture, rap today transforms into a glocal pattern with Turkish and it
creates a massive trend. The changing economic and political background of Turkey and the world continues to
be reflected in the dynamics of migration and rap lyrics. While the effect of technology and social networks on
mass interaction increases the area penetrated by rap that comes out of the underground, today rap creates a space
for itself in almost every part of daily life. This study aims to analyze rap with Turkish lyrics in an anthropological
context.
Keywords: Turkish rap, glocalisation, immigration
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Human Rights Violations at the Greece-Turkey Border: Despair of the Refugees

Buket ÖKTEN SİPAHİOĞLU1
Abstract
Although 2016 Turkey-EU Refugee Deal seemed a politically successful agreement that both sides desire to protect
their own interests; the situation is much more different for the refugees at the borders. The agreement became
inapplicable and cost many refugees’ lives, concurrently even more of them gone missing due to an expected result
of the anti-immigration policies. Refugees in the Lesvos (Lesbos) Island- a Greece Island in the Aegean Sea and
exists in the Turkey-Greece border and is one of the most crowded refugee camps- are dramatically affected from
the results of the political decisions. Greece used Covid-19 measures to realize its earlier plans about the refugees
which include using newer pushback methods, indisputable violate the refugees’ rights in terms of international
law. The methods of pushbacks include firing bullets to blow up their boats, creating waves to stress their boats
thus sabotage their journey. Surprisingly, Frontex and United Nations not only turn a blind eye to all these
international law violations; but also act with the Greece authorities. According to a report published by Mare
Liberium, which is a nonprofit charitable organization that aims to monitor human rights mainly at the Aegean
Sea, law is not valid at the Aegean Sea any more. Besides, NGOs recently reported that rescue and monitoring
ships are stopped at sea by EU officials and their works are suspended. Migrant aid workers and volunteers are
threatened not to take photograph and not to record these violence. Considering the discussions above, this study
highlights the long ignored abuses to refugees living at the EU-Turkey borders as well as taking attention to the
undocumented human right violations taking the Lesvos Island as an example.
Keywords: Human rights; Refugees; Aegean Sea; Turkey-EU refugee deal; Pushback
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The Impact of the Arab Spring on the Rise of Islamophobia as a New Type of Racism

Selin Dinçer1
Abstract
The "Arab Spring" process, that began with the popular uprisings in Tunisia in 2010, quickly spread to other
Middle East countries such as Egypt, Libya, Algeria, Syria, and Morocco and added new dynamics to the
international system by finding a place on the agenda of all countries of the world. As a result of the civil war and
violence in the region during the Arab Spring, mass and forced migration movements started from the Middle
East, especially to Western countries and other ones. Due to the increasing migration movement in the world,
various adaptation problems have arisen when people of different religions, languages, ethnic groups and cultures
come together. As a result of the forced migration movements to Western countries during the Arab Spring
process, it is evident that xenophobia and racist attitudes, that have already existed in Western countries for a long
time, have changed shape and strengthened into Islamophobia and anti-Muslimism as a new type of racism. The
study, that uses the method of comparative historical sociological research, aims to assess the historical
developments that paved the way for the rise of Islamophobia, widespread in the wake of the Arab Spring, as it
evolved into a new racism and anti-Muslimism. In the process of the Arab Spring, the forced and massive migration
movements from the Middle East to the developed Western states brought together individuals from different
religions, languages, ethnicities and cultures, and the fact, that this situation is turning into a dangerous process by
increasing xenophobia and Islamophobia and anti-Muslimism as a new type of racism in the West, is one of the
most important findings of the study.
Keywords: International Migration, The Arab Spring, Islamophobia.
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Perception and Politics of Europe about Migration after Ukraine-Russia War

Eren Alper YILMAZ1
Abstract
The war, which started in February 2022 between Russia and Ukraine, threatened the safety of civilians in Ukraine,
on the other hand, it forced millions of Ukrainian citizens to leave their country and migrate to Europe. According
to the statistics of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees, more than 2.5 million refugees have left Ukraine
within 2 weeks after the invasion and migrated to neighboring countries. The EU expects about 5 million people
to leave Ukraine and it warns to be prepared for a considerable migration wave. While Eastern European countries
such as Poland, Hungary and Slovakia opened their doors to refugees, central European countries such as Germany
announced that they would let Ukrainians come in. These policies showed that although Ukraine is not a member
of the EU, it is seen as part of Europe. This moderate attitude of the West towards the Ukrainians, when compared
with the exclusionary attitude it showed towards the Syrians after the Arab Spring, created a perception of "a
discriminatory Europe" in terms of religion and culture. In this study, the politics of Europe in the face of migration
movements after the Ukraine-Russia war as well as the perception of Europe about migrants will be discussed.
Keywords: Migration, Ukraine-Russia War, Discriminatory Europe, Refugee, Perception
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Settler Colonialism and the Idea of White Supremacy

Duygu ÖZLÜK1
Erdem ÖZLÜK 2
Abstract
The settler-colonial theory is a relatively new field of research that questions the destruction of indigenous rights,
knowledge, and cultural laws. The literature and studies on settler colonialism have recently received increasing
attention since many marginalized or discriminated indigenous peoples have experiencing the ongoing effects of
setter colonialism in the different parts of the world. The idea of settler colonialism powered by white supremacy
is based on racialized western systems and liberal norms of individualism that legitimize private property rights
and accumulate wealth and property through labor. As an imperial project created by white supremacy, settler
colonialism differs from colonialism theoretically, politically, and geographically. Settler colonization changes
identities by replacing indigenous populations with an invasive settler society over time. As a distinctive form of
colonialism, in settler colonialism, the colonial population settles heavily in the colonized lands, radically changing
the demographic and social composition of the country. This paper aims to explore the relation between settler
colonialism and so-called white supremacy epistemology. This paper also argues that we need to analyze the
resurgence of the idea of white supremacy to understand how current world politics is shaped by discussions on
migration and settler colonialism.
Keywords: Settler Colonialism, Colonialism, White Supremacy, Migration, Racism
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The Role of the Far Right Parties on EU Members’ Migration Policies

Çağlar EZİKOĞLU1
Abstract
During the 20th century immigration policy was an important issue on the agendas of various Western-European
states. After World War II, Western European states experienced mass migration and Germany, France, the UK,
Belgium, the Netherlands, Sweden and Switzerland were major destinations of immigrant influxes. It is clear that
immigration policies became one of the most important policy areas during the second half of the 1900s. This
study aims to reveal that far-right parties are direct or indirect actors in the migration policies implemented in
European countries. In this context, case studies have been conducted on the examples of France, Netherlands
and Italy and how the far-right political parties that existed in these countries have changed their immigration
policies especially in the early 2000s. As a result of this analysis, it was found that far right parties can influence the
migration policies in a transformative role as a small partner of government or by suppressing right-wing
conservative parties in power. This article aims to show the impact of far right parties’ role in immigration policies
with these cases. This role will become an important indicator in this matter with the strength of far right parties
in EU member states in these days.
Keywords: Immigration policies, Political Parties, Far Right, Europe
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Investigating the Attitudes and Behaviors of Turks Who Migrated from Bulgaria
between 1980 and 1990 towards Syrian Refugees: The Case of Bursa Province

Erdem Ünal DEMİRCİ1
Gökçe ÇOKAL 2
Abstract
The phenomenon of migration, which has been systematically researched since the 19th century, is still the subject
of many social studies at the micro and macro levels. The fact that migration is a multi-layered concept in terms
of political, social, economic and cultural aspects plays a great role in that. The fact that Turkey is constantly in
contact with this concept due to its historical background and geographical location makes it necessary to study
the phenomenon of migration with different dimensions. In line with this need, the aim of this study is to examine
in depth the feelings and thoughts of Turkish immigrants who had to leave Bulgaria between 1980-1990 regarding
the acculturation and adaptation process of the Syrian refugees who left their country in 2011 with the civil war
and were taken under temporary protection in Turkey. Data were collected through a semi-structured interview
form to see how Bulgarian immigrants who had previously experienced forced migration perceived Syrian refugees
on the axis of acculturation and integration. 11 individuals who had immigrated to Bursa from Bulgaria between
1980 and 1990 participated in the study. Content analysis was conducted on the data obtained. The results of the
study were grouped under six themes: Economy, Politics, Problems, Microaggression, Concerns, and Cultural
Rituals. Despite experiencing similar problems and difficulties, it has been shown that immigrants have concerns
about the demographic and cultural structure for the future, they see refugees as one of the reasons for economic
hardship and think that particularly the refugees resistant to integration should continue their cultural rituals in
their country. These results were analyzed comparatively in terms of the immigrants' own immigration conditions
and the policies they were exposed to, which are effective on their thoughts and feelings, and the policies applied
to Syrian refugees today.
Keywords: Acculturation, Bulgaria, Bursa, Migration, Syrian Asylum Seekers.
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International Mobility of Foreign Fighters: A Comparative Analysis of the Periods
1945-1999 and 2000-2021

Ulaş PEHLİVAN1
Abstract
Transitivity speed of terms “Migrant” and “Foreign Fighter” (FF) has significantly increased by the arrival of 21th
Century. At this period, some migrants -especially having integration and identity problems- transformed into FF
and some FFs who didn’t return from conflict zones became migrants of host countries. FFs are crossing the
borders for a distinct motivation. They are leaving their source countries to join armed groups in conflict zones.
Even though many FFs are getting killed in action, some of them return safely to their homelands, while a good
amount of FFs managing to survive the armed conflicts, prefer -sometime obligatorily- to stay, settle and even
build new families in their host countries (like the cases of Bosnia and Herzegovina Federation, Syria, Iraq etc.).
The conflicts throughout the 20’th century, appealed a multitude of FFs across the world especially since the end
of the second world war. However, the FF phenomenon has experienced an asymmetrical increase by the arrival
of 21th Century. The U.S. invasions in Afghanistan, Iraq and the start of the Arab Spring have globally triggered
unprecedented flows of FFs. It has been found in this study that, the number of FFs mobility per year during the
period 2000-2021, is approximately 5,2 times more than the average of the period 1945-1999.
There are various researches explaining this rise. Factors like; increasing affordability/accessibility of air travel,
development of communication technologies, exploitation of Internet and social media, conflicts getting more
hybrid, governments’ frequent use of proxies, their financial or arms support to armed groups, relative deprivation
of young people and disadvantaged communities including migrants, inequalities in education and employment,
problems in domestic and foreign policies of states can be accounted for that sharp rise of FFs.

It has been aimed through this research, to put forth the increase of FFs, by explaining the underlying
and interacting root causes and to develop comprehensive solutions to the problem.
Keywords: Foreign Fighters, International Mobility, Root causes
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The spatialization of displaced people

Güneş Koç1
Abstract
The 21st century is the century in which since the second world war the highest number of displaced people, 85
Million worldwide is existing (UNHCR. The UN Refugee Agency. UN Refugee Data Finder). Displacement is a
question about rights, borders, and spatiality. In this paper, the concept of spatiality will be discussed from the
aspect of displacement and refugee crisis which focuses on the space of the displacement. The question about
displacement will be discussed with the spatialization of the refugee flow. National states as actors in the refugee
politic play the main role in the spatialization of the refugee road and displaced people searching for a place are
subject to the border regimes of national states. Border regimes make the displacement to the space of identity
construction of national states and the identity of the displaced people to the spatialized identities of the border
regimes. Spatialization of the displacement will be discussed with reference to the refugee roads for the arriving in
the host country and with reference to the camp as spatialized identities of refugees in the limbo and the time as
spatialized identity in the camp.
Keywords: displacement, refugee crisis, spatialization, camp, refugee roads
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Violence and Hope at the Bosnia and Herzegovina-Croatia Border: Notes From the Field

Şeyma SAYLAK1
Abstract
While the Mediterranean Routes have been the main routes to Europe, West Balkan Route had been a more
alternative and clandestine route to Europe until it has gained visibility, especially after 2015 so-called “long
summer of migration”. Through the years the route has been reshaped in a reciprocal process both by the people
on the move and the state policies, and discourses. It is still one of the main transit routes to Europe even though
the border closures in 2016 onward and the violent border regimes of the European Union states surrounding the
non-EU Balkan region. Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH)-Croatia border as one of the external borders of the EU is
still a violent stage where systemic push-backs take place through surveillance technologies and direct violence of
the Croatian border police, especially BiH has become a part of the route after 2017. However, this also means
that it’s a stage where the migrant struggle takes place with solidarity and the fight for freedom of movement
together with the activities of international and local grassroots NGOs. The purpose of this study is to provide a
current portrayal and convey my observations about the Bosnian-Croatian border in terms of the border violence
and the volunteering activities against it based on the volunteer work that I conducted with No Name Kitchen in
the Bosnian town Velika Kladuša during the period of March-April 2022.
Keywords: Migration, Balkan Route, Balkan Border, Border Violence, Volunteering Activities
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The story of a fieldwork conducted among immigrants from Turkey to Austria: On
Migration, Kinship and Sustainability of Peasantry in the Rural Turkey
war memory, mixed marriages and identity constructions

Oya TOPDEMİR KOÇYİĞİT1
Abstract
In this paper, the story of an ethnographic fieldwork, which is the subject of marriages between people of Turkish
origin who immigrated to Austria from Turkey and people from European countries, mostly Austria, is included.
The paper is about how the research process took place, the experiences gained in the field and the first findings
obtained. One of the aims of the research was to reveal the relationship between the memory of the WWII and
mixed marriage and the other between mixed marriage and identity constructions. The fieldwork part of the
research supported by TÜBİTAK2 was carried out in an eight-month period between 2018-2019. The research
was conducted using participant observation and in-depth interview techniques. Throughout the research, data on
experiences and/or views on the WWII, if any, were collected as well as migration and marriage histories. In
addition, ethnographic visits were made to various memory places such as monuments, museums, information,
documents, and research centers related to the WWII in Germany and Austria. In the research, it has been tried
to reveal how the war stories transferred from previous generations and the cultural accumulations acquired
through these marriages are evaluated and interpreted by the family members. The first data indicates that the
cultural environment of Europe and the cultural accumulation of war memory play an important role in shaping
the marriages and identity constructs. War memory reproduced in a peaceful language over the years, acculturation
in different cultural environments, shared identities are effective in this formation. It is aimed that the paper will
be a guide for researchers who plan to conduct research abroad on the one hand, and who are interested in
migration, war memory, mixed marriages, and identity construction on the other hand.
Keywords: A fieldwork story, WWII memory, mixed marriage, identity constructions, Turkey-Austria.
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Migration, Migrants and Memory, About Human

Oya TOPDEMİR KOÇYİĞİT3
Abstract
Immigrations that started from rural areas of Turkey to urban areas in the 1950s continue to increase and there is
an increase in immigration from urban areas to rural areas as well. The phenomenon of internal migration is
discussed in many aspects, as it is the subject of different disciplines. In the discussions, basically, two main
approaches come to the forefront that the depeasantry or peasantry will to be reconstructed according to current
conditions. Some researchers are fixated on the idea that the peasantry will come to an end with the reasons such
as the intensification of migration out of the village, reductions in agriculture and livestock activities, and increase
in proletarianization. On the other hand, the increasingly migration from urban areas to rural areas, the solidarity
patterns and the sharing of family labor unite the others in the idea of the sustainability of the peasantry. In this
paper, a selection of classic fieldworks was conducted in different regions of Turkey since the beginning of internal
migration in Turkey will be evaluated. The paper tries to reveal the findings of these studies on the place of kinship
ties in peasantry, which are often overlooked in academic literature, which is changing its shape as a social category
today. These fieldworks underline that the meanings for home, land and family in Turkish villages, where migration
and consanguineous marriages are common. The aim of the paper is to contribute to the current discussions about
the peasantry by giving priority to look closely at the social and cultural world of rural communities.
Keywords: Peasantry in Turkey, immigration, proletarianization, kinship, rural sustainability.
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Migration, Migrants and Memory, About Human

Kutay ÜSTÜN1
Berivan VARGÜN 2
Abstract
The phenomenon of migration, which is one of the processes of radical change, has effects in the individual and
social context. People may decide to migrate for various reasons. People may migrate from one place to another
individually or in groups due to various reasons such as wars, exiles, violence, political oppression, hunger,
unemployment, poverty, natural disasters. According to the Glossary of Migration Terms, migration; It is defined
as population movements in which a person or group of people cross an international border or move within a
state, regardless of duration, nature and cause. This includes immigration of persons moving for different purposes,
such as refugees, displaced persons, economic migrants, family reunification (IOM, 2013, s. 35-36). As a result of
very serious problems such as war and violence in countries such as Afghanistan, Iraq and Syria, people had to
leave their countries and migrate. Turkey has been heavily affected by these migration movements. Turkey opened
its doors to those fleeing the armed conflict in Syria, its longest border neighbor, and followed an “open door”
policy. Temporary protection status was given to those who migrated from Syria forcibly, based on the 1951
Geneva and 1967 New York protocols. The internal turmoil and conflicts that started in Syria in 2011 have
displaced more than half of the country's population, 6.5 million Syrians, and made them refugees. In this study,
those who had to immigrate from their countries were named as immigrants. Migration, which shapes social life,
is not only a physical displacement movement. Within the scope of this study carried out in Ankara and Van, the
memory of the immigrant, the experience of migration, and the stories about the human as the subject of migration
constitute the subject of this study.
Keywords: Migration, Immigrant, Memory,
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Teachers' Views on Cultural Interaction with Refugee Students in the Context of Social
Studies Lesson

Hasan BOZKAYA1
Memet KUZEY 2
Abstract
The fact that people have to change places due to the war and internal turmoil in recent years has made the
phenomenon of migration an important issue in the world and in Turkey. Education is of great importance in
ensuring the integration of refugees and reducing prejudice and discrimination against them. Studies on refugees
show that immigrant children face educational inequalities in the places they go, and their school success and
motivation are low. It is emphasized that ignoring the cultural life of refugee students is effective in this. The aim
of this study is to determine the opinions of teachers about the problems encountered in cultural interaction with
refugee students in social studies course. In this study, which aims to determine the opinions of teachers about the
problems encountered in cultural interaction with refugee students in social studies course, case study, one of the
qualitative research methods, was used. Data were collected with a semi-structured teacher interview form. The
data of the study were obtained from social studies teachers working in secondary schools in Hatay in the 20212022 academic year. For this, semi-structured interviews were conducted with 10 social studies teachers.
Descriptive analysis technique was also used to analyze the data obtained from semi-structured interviews. After
evaluating the data obtained from the research, the findings were defined and interpreted. According to this, it was
concluded that refugee students had low academic achievement in the social studies course, they were inadequate
in terms of language, and refugee students also faced problems such as not being able to attend the course and
dealing with other tasks in the course has been reached.
Keywords: Social studies, Multicultural Education, Migration, Refugee, Interaction
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Education problems of migrant children

Kemal DOYMUŞ1
Abstract
The aim of this study is to explain in detail the reasons for the migration of immigrants and the problems in the
field of education in the light of the literature. A migrant is a person who leaves the country of his/her nationality
where the security of the individual, family or society is threatened due to violence and war, and migrates to another
country to live. The problem of immigration is one of the most important sociological problems facing the world
in the twenty-first century. Many people are forced into leaving their lands due to various reasons such as increasing
population, endless wars and violence. This situation affects social events, economic and sociological situations,
especially in countries where there is immigration. For this reason, it can be said that the immigration problem has
a feature that concerns and changes the political history of the world. The vast majority of migrant children cannot
have basic education. Sometimes, even if they are undergoing education, they are ignored in the countries they live
in. Problems such as the insufficient educational infrastructure and resources of the country they took refuge in,
the inability to provide education in the mother tongue, the lack of school materials, the lack of teachers, the
limited course hours, the inability to reach basic education and the next levels or other types of education due to
economic difficulties are the general problems experienced in the education of immigrant children. Due to the fact
that immigrant students and their families do not know the language of the country they migrated to, they have
difficulties in education. Immigrant children have to adapt to the education of the country they are in. Otherwise,
they cannot receive adequate education in the country they live in. Whether he/she receives education with
students from the same culture in the camps he/she is in or co-educational in the official schools of the country
where he is located, the teaching method to be applied must be well-determined, and the teachers must also have
knowledge about how to teach immigrant children. It will be effective for the teachers who provide education for
immigrant children to apply cooperative learning when new students come to their classrooms to integrate them
into social life. Positive social and emotional development underlie the basis of well-being and good mental health.
Keywords: Migrants, migrants’ education, social cohesion, teaching method
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Problems of Refugees, Religious Coping Methods and Life Satisfaction: The Case of Çorum

Eyyüp KAYACI1
Abstract
In different periods of history, people can migrate to different countries by leaving all their savings behind because
they see their life in danger security and freedom in the country they live in. The aim of this research is to reveal

the views of people who left their homeland because their life safety and freedom in their country are
under threat, the religious coping methods they use to solve their problems, the effects of living in a
religious society and their life satisfaction. The study was carried out in the phenomenology pattern, one
of the qualitative research approaches. The research sample consists of a total of 16 refugees, 6 women
and 10 men, residing in Çorum. The research data were obtained in April 2022 with a semi-structured
interview form prepared by the researcher, after the approval of the ethics committee for the research.
By making content analysis, the subjects that the participants touched on the same point were included
in the same group. According to the findings, it is understood that refugees faced more problems when
they first migrated, but over time, many of these problems were solved. It is one of the most important
findings of the study that religious elements are an important factor in individuals' coping with their
problems and clinging to life. It is seen that the use of coping methods such as acceptance, using
emotional support, and problem solving by producing new solution-oriented ideas increases as the
dimensions of religious belief and worship increase in refugees. Refugees stated in the interviews that
they are happy and satisfied with their lives because of their religious and cultural similarities with the
society they live in, even though they sometimes have problems in adapting to their social environment.
Keywords: İmmigration, Refugees, Asylum Seeker, Religious Coping, Life Satisfaction.
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Ezidis of Midyat and Their Migration Processes

İsmet TUNÇ1
Şeyma DENİZ2
Abstract
Ezidis are a closed society with an ethno-religious structure. Some scholars describe it as a heretical sect
of Islam, while others describe it as an ancient religion related to Summer, Zoroastrianism, Manichaeism,
and Mithraism. The history of Ezidism is told by Sheikh Adi bin Musafir, who lived in the early 12th
century. The fact that Sheikh Adi bin Musafir grew up in Islamic tradition is the main argument of those
who claim that Ezidism is the origin of Islam. The caste system, the belief in Melek-i Tavus, and the
sacredness of the sun are one of the hallmarks of Ezidism. Due to both the structure of Ezidism's beliefs
and political reasons, Ezidism has evolved into a closed society over time. This Ezidi religious community
continues to exist in various countries, albeit in declining numbers. The original hometown of the Ezidis
is today the Lales Valley on the Iraqi border. Ezid's introverted and networked structure as a result of the
social caste system has resulted in constant coexistence. Initially, most of them lived around the Lales
Valley and the Sinjar Mountains. However, Ezidis have been the subject of attacks and sanctions
throughout history for political, religious, economic, and many social reasons. This prompted Ezidi to
migrate. Ezidis were scattered in three countries, Iraq, Syria, and Turkey, within the borders depicted as
a result of the collapse of the Ottoman Empire. However, due to the ongoing displacement, Ezidis were
dispersed in countries such as European countries, Armenia and Russia. In this study, which deals with
the Ezidis, the historical process of the Ezidis will be briefly mentioned, then their current settlements in
the six regions of the Midyat district of Mardin province, which is located within the borders of Turkey,
will be discussed and their migration processes to Europe will be evaluated. Qualitative methods were
used in studies completed on the basis of participation and observation. Audio and video recordings were
made during the study and included discourse analysis.
Keywords: Ezidis, Migration, Midyat
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How to Apply Translocal Approach in Study of Interplays between Religion and Migration?

Hasan Ali YILMAZ1
Abstract
This presentation examines changes in the conceptualization of migration-religion relations in the era of
globalization. The migration researchers used to define migration as the process of geographical movement, while
migrants as those who left their homes, social and familial relations behind and struggle to adopt into a different
culture. They explored migrants' lives through the lens of dichotomies between home-host societies. Such literature
has shortcomings because it usually positions religion and migrants as merely side issues in the processes of
urbanization, migration, secularization and modernization. Since the 1990s, globalization makes society to be more
connected, relational and fluid. These changes have led migration researchers to move beyond the concept of
integration, assimilation and the dichotomy between home and host society. By emphasizing the mobility,
connectivity, networks, place, locality and locales, flows, travel, transfer and circulation, the translocal approach
considers migrants as active actors in the migration process, not merely as movers. In this context, migrationreligion researchers argue that social/familial relationships, encounters, movements and circulations
between/within the places of origin and settlement shape religious lives of migrants. This study will investigate
interplays between religion and migration by employing the concept of translocality. This approach scrutinizes the
concepts of the mobility, circulation, movement, transfer, and flow become popular in migration studies. It will
explain translocality with the issues of feeling of 'groundedness' and at 'home'. The data will be obtained from my
doctoral study titled 'Internal Migration and Everyday Islam in the context of Turkey,' which was completed in
2018. The research reveals that religious objects, relationships, practices and interactions provide the migrants with
geo-spatial connectedness and mobility. Thus, these enable migrants to settle and construct space of belonging in
a new culture and society.
Keywords: Migration, Religion, Translocality, Groundedness and Home
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El-müberred'in El-muktedab Adlı Kitabının İlletler Bağlamında Değerlendirmesi

Ramazan BEZCİ1
Abstract
al-Mubarred was born in Basra in 816 and died in 900. al-Mubarred took language, literature and syntax lessons
from the leading scholars of his time in Basra. His teacher, Ebu Osman el-Mâzinî (d. 863), described him as the
greatest syntax scholar of the Basra language school after Sîbeveyh (d. 796). The reason is what is based on in the
process of determining the rules in Arabic linguistics. Because when a nahivist put forward a rule, he needed to
mention a reason for it to be accepted by other nahivists. While these reasons were easy and understandable at
first, they later became complicated with the influence of logic and philosophy. It has even become a phenomenon
of superiority among the nahivists. When al-Mubarred first came to Baghdad, he overcame Zeccâc(d. 923) with
his deep knowledge of reason. In fact, Zeccâc left his teacher, Sâleb(d. 904), and became his student. The depth
of al-Mubarred's reasons is also reflected in his method in his most important work, al-Muktedab. He mentioned
a reason for almost all the subjects he dealt with in this work.For example, he mentions that the endings of plural
and dual nouns are accentuated because the two calm ” _ْ” letters cannot come together. The fact that the letter
" "نat t he end of the plural noun is fetha ”ْ _ ” also connects that the kesra”ْ _ ” cannot come ”_ ”. He
attributes that two calm ” _ْ” letters do not come together in the case of the dual noun nun" "نbeing kesra”ْ _
”. As can be seen in the example, even while explaining a simple subject, she did not hesitate to mention the
disease.
Keyword: Arabic linguistic, Arabic grammar, Basra language school, al-Mubarred, al-Muqtadab
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Tracesof
ofHomelessness
Homesicknessininthe
theDivan
DivanofofMostarlı
Hasan Hasan
Ziyai ofZiyâi
Mostar
Traces

Fatma ÖZDOĞAN1
Abstract
There are many events and phenomena that shape human emotions. Expatriate and separation are at the beginning
of these. The concept of expatriate has a very important place in Turkish culture and society. As a matter of fact,
there are many beliefs and sayings about expatriate among the people. The basis of expatriate is to get away. When
someone leaves his hometown, family, loved ones and environments, this change is reflected in his mood, and he
remembers the past with feelings of longing and sadness. This is also undoubtedly true for the poets who approach
themselves and what is happening around them more sensitively and aesthetically than other people. Poets reflect
important events and emotional changes in their works within the framework of the rules of art and tradition. The
poet Hasan Ziyâi from Mostar, who is the subject of our study, also experienced many major events and made
them the subject of her Divan. Describing his departure to the abroad by saying "I took myself to the sea of
sadness / Salvation is not possible, I fell into the whirlwind of trouble"; his couplets, reflecting the poet’s longing
for his homeland and her sense of expatriate, are too many to be overlooked.In this paper, the reflections of the
expatriate phenomenon, which played an important role in Hasan Ziyâî's life, on his Divan and his art will be
discussed.
Keywords: Classical Turkish Literature, Dîvân, Hasan Ziyâî, Expatriate, Separation.
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Poet's Migration in Divan Poetry Texts

Esra BEYHAN1
İlyas YAZAR 2
Abstract
Migration and its consequences are basically experiences that humanity faces and that leave deep traces in the life
of society and the individual. For this reason, migration continues to be a source of inspiration for art and literature,
which owes its existence to human beings, for centuries. It is possible to see the reflections of the migration
phenomenon in literary works from the oral period of Turkish literature to the present day. Migration has taken
place as a theme, theme, metaphor or reminder in a wide range from epics to mythology, legends, poetry to stories
and parables, and has been a source of inspiration for all or a part of the literary work.
In this study, the period called Divan Literature is discussed in the context of "migration". The main purpose is
to illuminate with examples the reflections of individual or mass migration on Divan poetry as a sociological and
historical phenomenon, the poet's attitude towards migration, and the reflections of forced or voluntary
displacements on their work. When divan poetry, which is not isolated from society and historical realities, is
evaluated in the context of migration, it is understood that it is not foreign to this subject. When the works of the
poets are examined together with their biographies, although the traces of forced migrations due to reasons such
as war, exile or geographical conditions are limited in these works, the reflections of displacements such as brain
drain, job migration, education migration are often visible. In this study, migration is examined not only in the
context of mass movements, but also in the context of individual movements such as rural to urban migration, job
migration, and brain drain. Determining the reflections of the causes and consequences of the phenomenon of
migration on the poets' divans and masnavis, and illuminating the mood of the poets as actors living through this
process will contribute to revealing the historical and literary dimension of migration.
The study was limited to classical poetry, by examining the biographies of the poets in the light of biographies, it
was examined whether they changed places for reasons such as exile, assignment, war, obtaining a position, and
being a dervish, and divans and masnavis were scanned in the context of both individual and mass migration.
Keywords: Migration, divan poet, divan, masnavi.
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Mıgratıon in Classıcal Turkish Poetry

Esra YAVUZ1
Abstract
Migration is when individuals or communities leave a settlement and move to another place due to various factors
such as war, exile, or unemployment. Rather than experiencing a spatial separation, individuals and societies that
have immigrated lose their past, mother tongue, and traditions. From this point of view, migration events deeply
affect individuals and societies. Poets, as individuals who have grown up in a society, express their feelings, past,
thoughts and pains through poems. As in every period, poets who grew up in the Ottoman period were also
influenced by the phenomenon of migration and included this concept in their poems. The concept of migration
that affects individuals or societies is described in classical Turkish poems with words such as “hicret, göçmek,
rıhlet etmek, göç etmek, gurbet” meaning to migrate, migration and absence from home. For example, in the
poems it is possible to find references to the Prophet Muhammad's migration from Mecca to Medina, reflecting
their emigration from their hometown to their themes, and comparing death to emigration from this world. The
determination of the real and figurative uses of the concept of migration in Turkish divans adds a different
perspective to this concept. Although there are studies in the literature on the effect of the concept of migration
on modern and eastern literature, the number of studies on how it became a source for classical Turkish literature
is insufficient. This study presents sample couplets related to the concept of migration that poets of classical
Turkish literature used and they were determined and analyzed in terms of literature.
Keywords: Classical Turkish literature, migration, Turkish divans, expatriate, immigration.
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Comparison of the Incidence of Retinopathy of Prematurity Between Turkish Citizens
and Syrian Refugees

Zeynep Buket CANSEVER1
Abstract
More than 3 million Syrians came to Turkey seeking refuge and over 700,000 Syrian infants were born since the
start of the civil war in 2011. The aim of this study is to compare the incidence of retinopathy of prematurity
(ROP) among Syrian refugees and Turkish citizens.
This retrospective, single-center study was conducted in 519 premature babies hospitalized in the tertiary neonatal
intensive care unit of Adana Gynecology and Childhood Hospital between July 2013 and June 2020, with full data
available. They were divided into two groups as Turkish citizens (group 1) and Syrian refugees (group 2).
Gestational age (GA), birth weight (BW), presence and severity of ROP were recorded for each group. The results
were compared between the two groups.
Data of 310 group 1 and 209 group 2 were included in this study. Mean GAs were (30.7 ± 2.6) and (30.8 ± 2.8)
weeks as well as mean BWs were (1545.6 ± 413.8.9) and (1606.6 ± 425.8) g, in group 1 and 2, respectively. Any
stage ROP was present in 79 (25%) and 50 (38%) patients in groups 1 and 2, respectively. The number of patients
requiring ROP treatment was 36 (10.3%) and 20 (8.6%) in groups 1 and 2, respectively. The incidence of severe
ROP seen in Group II evaluated according to different ranges of GA and BW was higher than in Group I
(p<0.001).
Although there is no difference in the incidence of ROP between the groups, additional care and psychological
support should be given to refugee pregnant women in order to reduce the risk of preterm birth in the perinatal
period, since severe ROP is more common in Syrian premature babies with lower BW and GA.
Keywords: Incidence, neonatal intensive care unit, refugees, retinopathy of prematurity, Syrian war
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Institutional Digitalization for Orientation Purposes in International Educational Migration
Conditions: A Mobile Application Design

Olcay BAYRAKTAR1
Eylül Cansu YAVUZ 2
Mehmet Ali DOMBAYCI3
Abstract
With the contribution of globalization and digitalization, interest in education abroad has increased. While video
calls can be made with smartphones, the concerns of families about sending their children to a different country
for education have decreased. Thanks to the internet and comment system, young people and families can have
detailed information about a different country. However, while the information about campus and city life is found
in a very scattered way in search engines, it requires very long preliminary research on the computer. The fact that
much content other than the content with an institutional background can be encountered may prevent the feeling
of institutional guarantee in international candidates during the university selection process. It is clearly observed
by adults that young people born after 2000 are more in tune with their smartphones than anything else. For
developed countries, apart from brain drain, short-term migrations based on education are considered important
as a preliminary step for qualified permanent migrations related to many professions that still continue.
A total of 223,954 international students study in our country, mainly at Anadolu University, Karabuk University,
Istanbul University, Bursa Uludag University, Ataturk University, and Ondokuz Mayıs University. Today, when
the digitalization efforts of institutions are increasing, when the mobile applications of our higher education
institutions are scanned, no multilingual mobile application can be found that takes into account the conditions of
international migration for educational purposes and provides information about the country and conditions in an
organized manner.
The aim of the study is to evaluate the relationship between institutional digitalization and educational migration
in higher education. Accordingly, a theoretical evaluation has been made. Content, comments, and numerical data
of mobile applications in higher education institutions were scanned. The number of international students and
their countries was analyzed. Based on the data obtained, a mobile application design has been proposed that
facilitates the adaptation of the increasing number of international students who immigrate for educational
purposes, temporarily and on-demand, to campus and city life. The draft is presented in a content and format that
can be used by higher education institutions in Turkey, which focus on international students.
Keywords: Institutional Digitization, Higher Education, Educational Migration, Orientation, Mobile Application
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Is Multiculturalism Possible?

Fatih KUCUR1
Abstract
Culture, as a structure formed on the axis of life practices and value system emerging from the intersection of the
geography with people, history and space, is an important element of being a society and living together at the
point of the construction of the local. Although the claim that globalization has built a uniform universal culture
is in the middle, the local's effectiveness continues despite everything. At this point, both the mobilization trend
arising from the structure of the modern world and the migrations that occur as a result of various reasons have
accelerated with the developing technology, transportation and communication opportunities and started to cross
continents. However, the migration of a society/group/individual is not just about moving the body from one
place to another. In this mobility that emerged as a result of migration, a memory, habits, tastes and problemsolving understandings also migrate with the immigrant and memory meets with what is different from itself
spatially. While this phenomenon sometimes changes in the migrated area and enters the adaptation process, it
sometimes contributes to the cultural reproduction of the target region in the space as a result of transferring its
own values to the space. However, this spatial meeting does not always mean social integration. On the contrary,
it can lead to the emergence of serious separations from time to time. The real problem starts here. Culture is
evaluated only in terms of some treatments in daily use. This situation leads to the emergence of great
misconceptions from the very beginning. However, the main issue is not the daily food, dress or home
arrangement, but relationships, rights, responsibilities and boundaries. In other words, culture is the basis of law,
customary law. It is clear that a cultural entity that is not reflected in the law is doomed to lose its ground. At this
point, unless harmony is not only considered in terms of the acceptance of the migrated country but also in terms
of the effect of who migrated to the country, this will largely turn into assimilation. If multiculturalism is to be
mentioned at this point, perhaps multi-lawfulness is inevitable. Within the framework of this problem in the study,
the data obtained through the studies, practices and structural sources of the problems arising or being likely to
arise in this conflict and search for solutions will be tried to be presented through a holistic analysis.
Keywords: Migration, integration, culture, multi-legality, cultural conflict
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An Assessment on the Problem of Returnıng Refugees

Mehmet DURUEL1
Abstract
Migration is a phenomenon that deeply affects societies in terms of its effects. In case of irregular and massive
development, these effects become much more evident and become one of the main issues discussed by all
segments of the society. Despite the recent Covid-19 pandemic in the world and the economic crisis after it, the
war between Russia and Ukraine and the energy crises it brought, the issue that occupied the agenda the most in
our country has been the issue of immigration and refugees. There is no doubt that the elections planned to be
held next year are also effective in this. Some politicians are trying to announce to the voters through social media
and short films that they will deport all immigrants immediately, considering that it is the most sensitive and
sensitive issue of the society, and they shape their entire political discourse on this issue. Another political view
commits to sending all the refugees in the country to their countries within two years. The political power insists
that it continues to work on the voluntary return of one million refugees, provided the conditions are met, and
that it will not send anyone back by force. In any case, all these discourses reveal that refugees are, in a sense,
instrumentalized and used as political arguments. In this study, the return of asylum seekers will be discussed within
the framework of international law principles, customs and national legal norms, and the political, economic and
social dimensions of the issue will be discussed in detail.
Keywords: Migration, refugees, returnıng
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Understanding Intergroup Discrimination and Social Exclusion in the Context of Migration

Cemre BOLGÜN1
Abstract
Although intergroup discrimination and social exclusion, which are often referred to in the migration literature,
are separate concepts, they are closely related. Intergroup exclusion is the result of discrimination stemming from
in-group and out-group differentiation and segregation processes. Exclusion is based on group membership and
the target of exclusion is an outgroup member. Discriminatory policies based on socio-economic status, ethnicity,
religious belief, sexual identity, immigration status and other categories can be considered in the context of
intergroup discrimination. Social and economic practices that fuel discriminatory policies based on these categories
expose certain groups to the threat of social exclusion. The aim of this study is to explain and concretize the
concepts of intergroup discrimination and social exclusion and to discuss its relevance to migration and social
cohesion processes. As a result, prevention of intergroup discrimination and social exclusion is important in terms
of developing relations and ensuring mutual harmony between immigrants and the local community. Preventing
discriminatory policies and social exclusion based on differences such as socioeconomic status, gender, age,
ethnicity, religion, immigration status and other categories is important in terms of their contribution to social
cohesion processes and sustainable development.
Keywords: Intergroup discrimination, migration, social cohesion, social exclusion, social segregation.
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Pursuit of Hope in Coffin Ships: Irish’s Immigration to the USA (1845-1852)

Akif BAYĞIN1
Abstract
The potato famine that occurred in Ireland in 1845 has been one of the biggest tragedies in recent world history.
Due to potato crop failure in successive years, which was the essential nutrient for the poor people of Ireland,
hundreds of thousands of people died because of starvation and related diseases. The survivors had tried to leave
the country for fear of impending death. But being able to leave Ireland has not been that easy for several reasons.
As Ireland is an island country, the only way out of the country is by sea transportation. Because of the demand
for tickets from people who flocked to the ports, the prices went up, and it became difficult to find tickets. But a
dangerous voyage awaits those lucky enough to board the ships. Shipmasters had caused inhumane treatment in
ship cabins by bringing passengers far above their capacity to make more profit. During these long voyages,
pandemics, inadequacies in food and drinking water supplies, and disasters caused by bad weather conditions
resulted in deaths.
Living conditions were very difficult for immigrants who arrived the United States of America and
struggled to survive there. Many Americans described Irish immigrants as sick and poor, produced slogans
declaring that they did not want them in their country, and humiliated them by hanging insulting cartoons on the
walls. Slogans were also coverage in the windows of workplaces and in newspaper advertisements. It was not just
because they were poor and foreigners, but also because they were Catholics.
In this study, the anti-immigrant policies against Irish people, who were trying to survive by escaping from the
ongoing famine and disease in their country, in the United States, and the attitudes of the local people towards
immigrants have been examined.
Keywords: Ireland, Famine, Immigration, Voyage, Catholic
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The Case of Migration in the Qur'an

Ibrahim Aksit
Abstract
The phenomenon of migration is as old as human history. Although the reasons are different, it is a fact that people
have to migrate from one place to another in every period. It is possible to group these reasons as political, social,
economic, cultural, natural disasters and religious. In this study, which was carried out under the title of
"Immigration Case in the Qur'an", the subject of migrations, which were caused by religious reasons, carried out
by the prophets and their peoples who believed in them, and which the Qur'an informed us, was investigated.
However, it has been observed that chronology is not the main element in the narrative style of the Qur'an, and
the events are mostly told by taking into account the aspects of belief, morality and giving advice. By the command
of Almighty Allah, Hz. The phenomenon of migration, which started with the sending of Adam and his wife Eve
to the earth and continued with other prophets and their tribes, was discussed in the context of the verses in the
Qur'an. However, since it will exceed the dimensions of the presentation, the migration of all prophets is not
mentioned, and the research is only about Hz. Adam, Mr. Abraham, St. Lut, Hz. Shuayb, Hz. Moses and the last
prophet Hz. It was limited to the verses and explanations about Muhammad's migrations. The migration (hijrah)
of our Prophet and his companions was discussed in more detail. The verses in the Qur'an about the mentioned
migration were grouped and presented. Emphasizing the reasons for this migration, using sources such as history,
biography and tafsir, Hz. The migration of the Prophet and his companions from Mecca to Medina is summarized.
In particular, the results and benefits of this migration were touched upon.
Keywords: Migration, Qur’an, Prophets, Migration, Verses.
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Turkish-Greek Population Exchange (1923-1934)

Barış ERTEM1
Abstract
The Turkish-Greek Population Exchange took place between the years of 1923 and 1934. About 2.5 million people
were displaced and resettled as a result of the exchange. With the population exchange, the Greeks who living in
Turkey, settled in Greece and the Turks who living in Greece, settled in Turkey. The migration movement was
compulsory and permanent.The first protocol for this population movement between the two countries was signed
on January 30, 1923, during the Lausanne Conference. After the signing of the Lausanne Peace Treaty on July 24,
1923, the migration movement started. While the mutual displacement and resettlement of the Turkish and Greek
populations continued, a serious problem called "Etablis" emerged between the two countries. Turkey and Greece
could not agree on the number of Greek citizens who are exempt from population exchange and will continue to
live in Turkey. The dispute was discussed at the International Court of Justice (ICJ) in the year of 1924.
For the solution of the crisis, an agreement was signed between two countries in Athens on December 1, 1926.
Then, on June 10, 1930, a new agreement was signed in Ankara. With this agreement, the Etablis problem was
definitively resolved. The population exchange was completed in 1934.As a result of the compulsory exchange and
resettlement, approximately 1.400.000 people immigrated from Turkey to Greece. About 400.000 people migrated
from Greece to Turkey. The Turkish-Greek population exchange was one of the largest migration movements of
the 20th century.
Keywords: Turkey, Greece, resettlement, population exchange, Etablis.
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Istanbul Şehremaneti’s Relief Activities and Settlement Policy Towards to Immigrants
during the War of ’93

Ahmet ÇAPARLAR 1
İsa KALAYCI2
Abstract
The Ottoman Empire in the second half of the 19th century made a series of arrangements to resolve the Balkan
rebellions that emerged as a result of Russia's Pan-Slavism policy and to ensure peace in the region. In response
under the pretext of defending the rights of the region, Russia declared war on the Ottoman Empire on April 24,
1877. The war has been called "War of ’93" because it coincided with 1293 in the Rumi calendar. The War of ’93,
which took place in the Danube and Caucasus Fronts, ended with the defeat of the Ottoman Empire and the
Treaty of San Stefano signed on March 3, 1878. As a result of the negotiations, independence was given to
Romania, Serbia and Montenegro. With the receding of the Ottoman Empire from the aforementioned places, the
authority gap in both the Balkans and the Caucasus caused the Muslim population living in the region to be
systematically massacred by Russia or forced to migrate. Therefore, the War of ’93 marked the beginning of a new
era in terms of mass migration, as well as having significant political and military consequences.
In conclusion of the War of ’93, those who could not stand the Russian pressure migrated to Anatolia in groups
and tried to reach Istanbul. For this reason, the Istanbul Şehremaneti was at the forefront of the institutions whose
duties and responsibilities against the immigrants were determined beforehand. The Ottoman administration by
using the local government organization of the Istanbul Şehremaneti with the understanding of the protective state
aimed to provide the basic needs of the immigrants and to settle them in suitable cities in Anatolia or Istanbul.
The aim of this study is to scrutinize the records of the period primarily the Presidency Ottoman Archive (BOA),
and with the research works together to examine the settlement and relief activities of the Istanbul Şehremaneti
towards the immigrants who arrived in Istanbul during the War of ’93. As a result of the examinations, it has been
determined that assistance is provided to immigrants in many areas of daily life such as housing, subsistence,
accommodation, employment and education of orphaned immigrant children. In addition, Şehremaneti, which
also provides services in cleaning, health and funeral burials in the places where immigrants live, played an active
role in the functioning of the migration organization by providing the subsistence expenses or transportation
vehicles of the groups sent from Istanbul to the provinces for resettlement.
Keywords: Istanbul Şehremaneti, The War of ’93, Migration, İmmigrant, Settlement, Relief
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The Phenomenon of Immigration and Representation of the Transforming Ruralite in
Yeşilçam Cinema in the Context of the Centre and Periphery Relationship

Olgun ATAMER1
Abstract
The web of relationships between centre and periphery creates the fundamental dynamics of Turkey
during its modernization process and determines this process’s political, socio-economic and cultural climate.
Place, and the sense of belonging associated with place, plays a key role in making sense of social relationships and
practices along with the identity formation process of an individual. Nonetheless, in the example of Turkey this
relationship has been formed through binary oppositions, which emphasizes the clash between elements of
urbanites (modern) and ruralites (traditional). The hierarchical dimension created by such a binary structure also
reveals itself in the relationship between cinema and social history, which have a mutual interaction. The centre
(city) and the periphery (rural) not only point to different geographical orientations, but they also describe different
worlds of meaning with their differing values and belief systems. The movement created by the phenomenon of
immigration lifts this spatial disintegration and brings together counter relationship practices, which are caused by
various sources. Within this context, the inner immigration phenomenon, which started in the 1950s and reached
its peak in the 1980s in Turkey, is reflected in Turkish Cinema. The narrative structures of Yeşilçam films, which
signal the economic wing of the Turkish cinema for a brief period, were usually created in a manner that referred
to the aforementioned polarity. This study examines Yeşilçam film examples which create a polarity in their
narrative structures through placing urban and rural representations as binary oppositions in order to focalize the
inner immigration phenomenon in Turkey and how this phenomenon has created differences in social-individual
relationship practices. Film examples are evaluated through the method of sociological film criticism and an
intertextual perspective to reveal the obstacles that inhibit the rurality representations standing on the unprivileged
side of the hierarchical plane from being a part of the dominant city culture and the transformations of such
representations in order to adapt are studied to reach conclusions regarding the relationship between cinema and
social history.
Keywords: Centre-Periphery Relationship, ImmigrationGreen Pine Cinema, Socio-History and Cinema
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From Birds of Exile to King of the Doormen: The “Survivor” Immigrants of Turkish Cinema

Mustafa Kemal SANCAR1
Abstract
In Turkish cinema, the phenomenon of internal migration has been discussed frequently since Birds of Exiles (1964),
which is considered to be the first migration film. The main narrative strategy in this kind of films, which deal with
the social problems caused by the internal migration movements, especially from a sociological and social
psychological point of view, is based on the "survival" stories of people who migrated from the countryside to the
city. In many examples the village and the peasantry are built around positive qualities such as innocence, purity
and honesty while urban individuals are caricatured as cruel and devoid of empathy. In these films, where the main
characters of the ingenuous villager and the ruthless antagonist city dwellers are confronted, the characters who
cannot get rid of their "provinciality" cannot integrate into the city and mostly either disappear into the city life or
return to their villages. Immigrants who can settle and hold on to the city can generally adapt to the city by taking
advantage of the gaps of urban life and even by resorting to illegal ways. This integration is also often limited to
the economic framework, while the cultural sphere is preserved as it is. The aim of this study is to analyze certain
characters of Turkish films within the theme of migration shot in the research universe, which starts from the first
migration film, Birds of Exile, and lasts until the King of the Doormen. The method of sociological film criticism was
applied in this study. It is striking that the peasant qualities of the characters and the villager-urban encounters are
used as an element of humor. Another common point seen in these films is that immigrants, who are not given
the right to continue their existence on a legitimate basis in the order of the city, create illegitimate areas for
themselves and can exist and even prevail over the citizens in these areas. Haybeci (Hüseyin Baradan) of the Birds
of Exiles, Halil (Kamran Usluer) of the Wedding or Seyit (Kemal Sunal) of the King of the Doormen; they all have built
their own alternative spaces within the legitimate economic area by refraining from the cultural area of the city on
purpose, especially in terms of intimate relationships between men and women.
Keywords:Birds of Exiles, migration, Turkish Cinema, character analysis, King of the Doormen, sociological film
criticism
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Forced Displacement Research in the context of Positive Ethics

Buse DEMİRLİÇAKMAK1
Abstract
Forced displacement is a phenomenon that affects the mental health of individuals. Data show that the number
of forcibly displaced people worldwide is increasing. The increase in the number of displaced people raises the
importance of research in this field. As the need for research increases, it has become inevitable to discuss ethical
issues. Participating in research can change a participant's life. For these reason, considering the sensitive situation
of the displaced individuals, the ethical framework should be well-drawn in the studies they participate in. The
experience of participating in research should be positive and even beneficial and possible risks should be
minimized. Ethical standards in social sciences are generally shaped by three basic principles: respect for human
dignity, justice, and benefit. Although social ethics in human relations is based on these principles, it is much more
complex and influenced by moral judgments and beliefs. In this context, it is thought that the concept of positive
ethics has an important place in forced displacement studies. The concept of positive ethics has brought the
philosophical dimension of ethics to the fore, unlike the corrective ethics (ethical codes, regulations) approach that
does not change and represents the rules to be followed. It considers ethical rules not as an unpleasant situation,
but as rules that have positive contributions and provide quality help as well as protection from harm. Working
with people who have language and cultural differences and who have been exposed to difficult life circumstances
increases the responsibilities of researchers. It is considered that staying within ethical limits and applying corrective
ethical norms in research will not be sufficient in terms of functionality. Considering that the term research itself
creates a feeling of insecurity, it is thought that establishing a relationship of trust with research participants, that
is, making a research plan within the framework of positive ethical norms, may have a facilitating effect in this
difficult process.
Keywords: Forced displacement, research, positive ethics, corrective ethics
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Migrant Women’s Migration Stories, The Experiences of Raising a Children in a Different
Country and Psychological Resilience: The Narrative of an Iraqi-Turkmen Family
Immigrant in Three Generations

Müyesser FAZLIOĞLU1
Abstract
In this study, it is aimed to investigate the stories of Iraqi-Turkmen immigrant womens migration to Turkey, their
experiences of raising a child in another country, the diffuculties they have experienced in this process and how
they cope with these diffuculties, using the concept of psychological resilience. The sample of the study consists
of two Iraqi-Turkmen sisters and their mother living in Ankara. The research was conducted using in-depth
interview method, one of the qualitiative research methods. Semi-structured open-ended questions were used to
identify immigrant women’s migration stoties and their experiences of raising children in another country.
Likewise; open-ended questions based on the concept of family resilience and psychological resilience were used
to understand the startegies of the women in question to cope with difficult conditions. When the findings of the
research are evaluated, among the migrant women in our study, it was revealed that the person who made the
desicion to migrate was the mother, and the relatives of the participants living in Turkey influenced this decision
during the decision to migrate. It has been seen that the new social relations established by immigrant women after
migration provide them with social support and the economic support they receive after migration has a very
important place in their survival. In addition, the finding that the relations within the family continiu, was
remarkable. It is another finding that they experience problems in raising children as single parents, mostly due to
the lack of economic basis and lack of authority/father figure. Finally, it has been revealed that the immigrant
women in our study use psychological coping mechanisms based on spirituality, belief and cooperation. As a result,
it is thought that the findings of the study will contribute significantly to the literature on international migration.
Keywords: Migration, migrant women, child rearing, psychological resilience.
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Investigation of the Quality of Life of Syrian Migrant Children with Cerebral Palsy
Living in Hatay Province

Eda BURÇ1
Cemil ÖZAL2
Özden GÖKÇEK3
Mintaze KEREM GÜNEL4
Abstract
Cerebral palsy (CP) is a developmental disorder that develops before birth or in the first two years of life due to
non-progressive damage to the brain and causes activity limitations, as well as movement and posture disorders
that affect sensation, perception, cognition and behavior. The war that started in Syria in March 2011 resulted in
the migration of many refugees to Turkey. According to current data, it is reported that there are more than 400,000
refugees in Hatay. United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees reports that refugee and resettlement
experiences can influence the critical stages of intellectual, social, physical child development and quality of life.
However, there is not enough information about the clinical features and quality of life of Syrian migrant children
with CP. In this study, it was aimed to evaluate how the quality of life of immigrant children with CP was placed
in Hatay after the Syrian crisis, by meeting with Turkish children with CP. The study included 17 Syrian migrant
children aged 2-18 years with CP (mean 7.82±4.83 years) and 17 Turkish children with CP (mean 12.05±4.08 years)
with similar physical characteristics and affect levels. Quality of life (QOL) was assessed with the CP QOLChild&Teen and consists of 4 sections: general well-being and participation, communication and physical health,
school status and social well-being. SPSS for Windows ver. 21 and the data were compared using the MannWhitney-U test. In CP QOLChild & Teen scores, significant difference found between groups (z= -3,053; p<0,05).
In conclusion, in this study, it was observed that being a refugee affected the quality of life in children with CP.
These results emphasize that more prognostic information should be provided for refugees with CP and the QOL
should be improved by developing effective rehabilitation approaches, social policies and health care services for
these children.
Keywords: Migrant, refugee, child, child development, Quality of Life
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Globalization,migration and Border Sovereignty

Ahmet TURAN ÖZTÜRK1
Abstract
The most important paradigm change that distinguishes the 21st century from previous centuries is that everything
changes very rapidly, and unexpected results may emerge. By creating a fluid area, globalization has almost
connected the world with virtual borders. However, it seems that one of the most painful results of globalization
will be an increasingly intense immigration flow towards the states which are perceived as welfare states, as a result
of climate crisis, hunger, and poor use of good governance instruments. In the study, an answer will be sought to
the main research question “what can be the integrated measures taken by the target countries aimed at protecting
their borders against a mass immigration movement that will be initiated by the citizens of poorly governed
countries who are fed up with poverty, corruption, and deprivation (all types of deprivation including ethics), or
who are in search of better and more satisfactory life by making use of the opportunities provided by globalization
in order to realize a basic human desire?”, and by discussing some examples experienced, inferences will be made.
Furthermore, in the research, some key concepts will be mentioned in order to ensure conceptual unity, some
significant studies related to the field will be presented, and the effect of globalization and immigration
phenomenon on border sovereignty will be examined. When the developments experienced so far are considered,
it can be anticipated that mass immigrations are likely to shatter nation-states and lead to a chaotic environment.
Coordinated and effective efforts of nation states, international economic and financial institutions, and NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) are required for the management of the crisis.
Keywords: Globalization, nation-state, immigration, irregular immigration, border, political border,
integrated border security.
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Effects of Syrian Refugees on Turkish Culture

Mehmet GÖKDOĞAN1
Abstract
Migration; It is a kind of relocation activity that is carried out either for a short or a long time, individually or
collectively, with the desire to leave the environment for various reasons. Migration and emigration is a special and
cultural concept in the cultural universe of Turks. Turks carried the nomadic folk culture from Central Asia to
Anatolia, maintained them in the historical depth in the wide geographical location where they were dispersed in
the world, and created the nomadic culture as a result of their life and livelihoods. It is possible to see the effects
of this culture in the social and literary field. Every migration, regardless of its form and reason, has an important
function in conveying spiritual values as a social and cultural phenomenon. Syrian refugees, who started to come
to our country due to the civil war in Syria on April 29, 2011, and since that date, 3 million 763 thousand 211
Syrian citizens have been living in our country as refugees under temporary protection status. When the migration
events that occur in this context are examined, it is obvious that these events are a cultural transfer. In this study,
the cultural transfers of Syrian citizens living together with the Turkish people since 2011 and the reflections of
these transfers will be examined.
Keywords: Syria, Migration, Refugee, Culture, Cultural Memory.
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The Role of Turkish Cypriots who immigrated to England for the National Struggle

Gönül REYHANOĞLUI1
Abstract
In the process that started in the 1950s, from Cyprus to England - mainly to London - there have been migrations
for reasons that vary according to the dates, such as job opportunities, life safety, education, language learning,
treatment and political asylum. The aim of the study; it is to reveal how and in what matter the immigrants in
England supported the national struggle on Cyprus island in the historical process. The data of the study; It was
collected by conducting field research consisting of observations and interviews in London for two months, indepth interviews with those who stayed in England for a while or made a short visit, in addition, by scanning
relevant sources from the literature. Immigrants who went to England mainly for political reasons in the first years
and for economic reasons in the following years; they never cut their ties with the island and communicated with
the villagers, acquaintances, relatives and friends on the island in various ways. At the same time, they closely
followed the political process in Cyprus through various communication channels. According to the characteristics
of the period, immigrants supported the national struggle of the Turks and development of the Turkish part of
Cyprus by collecting and sending financial aid in line with the needs of the island people, by collecting or purchasing
their needs, by drawing attention to the Cyprus case in the international public opinion, and by providing moral
and material support to the politicians who came to London from Cyprus. Explaining the struggle and support of
a people who migrated from their homeland mainly for political and economic reasons, for the ones left behind,
would be a different approach to the phenomenon of migration in the context of "those who left and those who
stayed behind".
Keywords: Migration, England, Turkish Cypriots, National struggle, Aid, Support
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The Significance of Migrations in American Culture and Literature

Erden EL1
Abstract
The goal of this presentation is to discuss how significant migrations have been in American culture and literature.
The formation of the present American society has begun after a migration. The migration of Puritans from
England to America shaped the American society. The encounter of Anglo-Saxon settlers with native people was
a turning point in American cultural history. Both the interaction and the conflicts between these groups shaped
American culture and literature. The conflict led to a mythical Indian and cowboy figure. Forced migration has
also been a very significant theme in American cultural history. People were brought from America to serve as
slaves and this later gave way to African American literature and music. Immigrants created their own literature to
express themselves. Integration and disintigration as a result of migration has been a very significant theme
American culture and literature. The United States received immigration from China in the nineteenth century.
This wave of immigration was very important in two ways. First, people from here brought with them their own
culture, and Chinese-American culture and literature emerged. Secondly, it provided concrete evidence of
xenophobia. Although xenophobia had always existed, it was the first time an anti-foreigner law was passed which
was called The Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882. Therefore, this presentation aims to touch on the migration history
of the United States and discuss its significance in American culture and literature.
Keywords: Migration, U.S. History, American Culture, American Literature
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A Sport-based intervention for societal peace in Turkey: We are a Team

Hatice EKICI1
Emine YÜCEL 2
Abstract
Turkish citizens’ negative attitudes and behaviors towards refugees is evident in contemporary Turkey. Several
studies have pointed out the need for intervention programs for maintaining societal peace in Turkey. “We are a
Team” [Biz Bir Takımız] is designed as a sport-based intervention program to improve the attitudes between
refugee and local adolescents residing in Turkey towards each other. This study aims to introduce the details of
“We are a Team” and evaluate its efficacy for both refugee and local adolescents. “We are a Team” is a multimodal
intervention program based on sports (i.e. basketball), direct contact (e.g. camp) and socio cognitive skills training
(e.g. empathy and stereotyping). It is composed of 2 phases: (a) a 7-day camp with the participation of local and
refugee adolescents and (b) follow-up trainings offered separately to local and refugee adolescents in their own
districts. The present study evaluated the efficacy of this project for improving participants’ intergroup attitudes
based on adolescents’ contact intentions, psychological closeness, warmth towards each other, and psycho-social
resources (e.g. empathy and self-esteem) through a pre- and post-test design. We will discuss the content of the
intervention program and the preliminary findings about its effectiveness for societal peace in Turkey.
Keywords: intergroup relations, intervention, refugees, sports, Turkey
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Variables Related to Autobiographical Memories of Syrian Adolescents

Beyza BOYACI1
Abstract
Individuals differ in revealing and transferring their positive autobiographical memories. In this scope, this study
aims to investigate how immigrant adoescents recall their self-descriptive memories which creates positive sense
of self and have central relations with the self. It also questiones the proporties of these autobiographical memories
(e.g. accessibility, emotional intensity and their relationship with adolescents' self-esteem and psychological wellbeing. More specifically, this study examined the relationship between refugee adolescents' demographic
characteristics, self-esteem and psychological well-being, their preferred acculturation strategies and
autobiographical memory characteristics.The study sample consists of Syrian refugee adolescents (N= 148)
between the ages of 15-25.The data were collected online.The participants were asked to complete the
Demographic Information Form, the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale, the Immigrant Acculturation Scale, and then
they were asked to write a memory with a positive emotion that has a critical role in their lives as part of the
autobiographical memory task. After the memory task, the Autobiographical Memory Characteristics
Questioannaire and the Psychological Well-Being Scale were conducted. Results showed that psychological wellbeing and autobiographical memory characteristics of Syrian adolescents vary in relation to their preferred
acculturation strategies and self-esteem levels. These Syrian adolescents’ Turkish reading, understanding and
writing levels were also found to be related with their preferred acculturation strategy, autobiographical memory
characteristics, contact level, and number of years since their migration. A relationship was also found between the
number of siblings that adolescents have and their autobiographical memory characteristics. The current findings
point out the importance of Syrian adolescents’ acculturations strategies and self-esteem levels for their
autobiographical memories and psychological wellbeing. These findings were also discussed in relation to the
literature.
Keywords: Syrian immigrants, autobiographical memory, acculturation, self-esteem, well-being
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Using Qualitative Research Methods From A Feminist Perspective In Migration Studies

Hülya KARAKARTAL1
Derya ŞAŞMAN KAYLI 2
Abstract
In recent years, there has been an increase in the number of academic studies on different refugee groups in Turkey
and in the world. In particular, when we look at the migration literature in Turkey in the field of social sciences, it
is seen that most of the studies carried out are based on qualitative research methods. Since the field of migration
has intersectional disadvantages, the use of qualitative research is very important in understanding and defining
this field. In migration studies, using qualitative research methods to understand the meaning and world of thought
of individuals in-depth, increases the functionality of the research. The focus of this study is to discuss how the
qualitative method used in the thesis study, which is based on feminist theory and carried out with the participation
of young refugee women, is used in the field of migration, which includes many problem areas in itself. Within the
scope of the study, the feminist perspective adopted by the researchers to focus on the experiences and awareness
of young refugee women and the strengths and limitations of the qualitative method used by the researchers were
discussed. In the study; The "ethical" aspect of the research, "field dynamics" in the data collection process and
"researcher's position" in the data collection process were discussed and ethical issues in the qualitative research
process were discussed with examples from the field. It is aimed to make a contribution to the field, considering
the limited resources related to the migration studies research process in Turkey's migration literature.
Keywords: migration studies, refugee, method, qualitative research, feminist theory
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Women, Family and Gender in the Context of Syrian Migration

Aylin ERASLAN1
Beyza ÇELİK 2
Abstract
The civil commotion that started in Tunisia, called the Arap Spring, spread to Syria in 2011; causing a civil
war that displaced millions of people. The people who displaced as a result of the war, migrated to diffrent
countries, being in the first place Turkey , due to open door policiy and geographical location. Most part of the
country had to leave their country as a result of internal disturbance and migrate to different region. Migration
movement have displaced many people, especially children, women and elderly individuals. Syrian refugees who
migrated from their countries and settled in new region, encourage their neigbors and relatives to migrate to
countries where they settled as we can explain with Migrant Networks theory of migration. Mass migration
movements represent a very difficult process for disadvantaged groups consisting of children, elderly people,
disabled person and women. Particularly, women have become one of the essential actors of migration in the
perspective of patriarchal Syrian culture and gender, both in family and social platforms. While forced migration
and displacement affect people in different ways, it is seen that women are affected more negatively than men in
the case of asylum. Women experience a more destructive migration process than men in terms of increased
responsibility, psychological destruction of migration, and reintegration into business life. Besides that, the
integration process causes women to be lost in the pot of daily life with socio-cultural teachings, and the migration
process with gender-based elements also causes women to be determinative. It should be noted that the life
experiences of Syrian women are very important in revealing the problems in terms of forced migration, social
structure and gender relations and suggesting solutions.
Keywords: forced migration, Syrian refugees women, family, gender, social cohesion
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The Concept of Migration in 19th and 20th Century Ottoman Law

Maksut BELEN
Abstract
The civil commotion that started in Tunisia, called the Arap Spring, spread to Syria in 2011; causing a civil
war that displaced millions of people. The people who displaced as a result of the war, migrated to diffrent
countries, being in the first place Turkey , due to open door policiy and geographical location. Most part of the
country had to leave their country as a result of internal disturbance and migrate to different region. Migration
movement have displaced many people, especially children, women and elderly individuals. Syrian refugees who
migrated from their countries and settled in new region, encourage their neigbors and relatives to migrate to
countries where they settled as we can explain with Migrant Networks theory of migration. Mass migration
movements represent a very difficult process for disadvantaged groups consisting of children, elderly people,
disabled person and women. Particularly, women have become one of the essential actors of migration in the
perspective of patriarchal Syrian culture and gender, both in family and social platforms. While forced migration
and displacement affect people in different ways, it is seen that women are affected more negatively than men in
the case of asylum. Women experience a more destructive migration process than men in terms of increased
responsibility, psychological destruction of migration, and reintegration into business life. Besides that, the
integration process causes women to be lost in the pot of daily life with socio-cultural teachings, and the migration
process with gender-based elements also causes women to be determinative. It should be noted that the life
experiences of Syrian women are very important in revealing the problems in terms of forced migration, social
structure and gender relations and suggesting solutions.
Keywords: forced migration, Syrian refugees women, family, gender, social cohesion
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Adaptation Status of Syrian Refugee Women Living in Kahramanmaraş

Seyided Nefise KARAOSMANOĞLU 1
İhsan BULUT2
Abstract
The phenomenon of migration is one of the most important factors that has been seen in almost every part of the
world from the past to the present and has been affecting human life and society since the beginning of humanity.
After the Syrian civil war started in 2011, women and children as Syrian refugees were the most affected elements
of migration, and they chose Kahramanmaraş as their living space for various reasons in Turkey. It has been
revealed that asylum seekers, whose adaptation to Kahramanmaraş requires a very long and difficult process, try
to adapt to life here with changing factors such as language, ethnicity, and culture.
The sample of the study consisted of Syrian refugee women living in the central districts of Dulkadiroğlu and
Onikisubat in Kahramanmaraş. Quantitative and qualitative research methods were used together in the study. The
questionnaire method was used as a quantitative method and the in-depth interview method was used as a
qualitative method. The questionnaire was applied to 56 participants with simple random sampling on different
days, and the in-depth interview was applied to 12 participants with a 60-minute interview with purposeful
sampling. The analysis of survey data was analyzed in the SPSS 26 program.
In the conclusion part, the general situation of the socio-cultural and socio-economic characteristics of the Syrian
women refugees in terms of the geography of migration and the geography of women has been revealed. The main
problems of adaptation of Syrian women asylum seekers, the change of their socioeconomic and socio-cultural
characteristics and applicable solutions are given in the conclusion part.
Keywords: Migration, Syrian Refugee Women, Kahramanmaraş, Adaptation, Cultural Interaction
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Universal Law and Information Economy in Reaching the Information Society

Behice Banu ÇIÇEK BOŞKUT1
Abstract
With the second half of the 20th century, immigration has become a universal problem. These problems are; Along
with abandoned places and immigrants, they are seen as identity problems with the country of destination and its
inhabitants.All these increase the importance of International Law in National Law in our globalizing world. In
this sense, one of the elements of International Law, which is a regulatory dynamic in the international arena, is
Refugee Law. Refugee Law, social, economic, legal, etc. caused by various migrations. regulate needs. The
employment, wage policies and social and cultural opportunities created after this regulation allow the realization
of the regulations. Information and information technologies are of great importance in ensuring all these. With
this importance, the economy has started to be knowledge-based in our globalizing world. Along with the
economic value of knowledge, the knowledge economy occupies a leading position globally. In order to ensure
global integration to all these changing and transforming processes, it is aimed to reach the information society. In
this study, first of all, the universal importance of International Law and Refugee Law will be explained, then the
causes and consequences of brain drain in the economic context will be discussed, and finally, the realization of
reverse brain drain and the requirements of Universal Law in reaching the information society will be examined.
Keywords: Information Society, ECHR, Information Economy, Digital Transformation, International Law.
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An Evaluatıon on Aeolian Migrations and Aeolian Cities

Mustafa ARSLAN1
Cenker ATİLA2
Abstract
After the migration wave called the "Sea Peoples Incident" that ended the Bronze Age (1200-1180 BC), the Iron
Age entered and things calmed down a bit. After this period, some tribes in Greece started to migrate to Western
Anatolia. Karlar, Muğla and it’s surroundings; Ionians, Izmir and it’s environs; The Aeolians, on the other hand,
settled in the region between the north of Izmir and the Kaz Mountains, and therefore this region was called
"Aiolis". There are about thirty small and large cities in the Aiolis Region. Twelve of these cities (Kyme, Larissa,
Neontheikos, Temnos, Kille, Notion, Aigiroessa, Pitane, Aigai, Myrina, Gryneion, Smyrna) formed a union called
the Aiolis Union among themselves. Ancient sources indicate that the Aeolians began to come to this region from
1140 BC, and many cities were founded between the 12th and 11th centuries BC. However, archaeological research
to date has not proven this. In this study, the origin of the Aeolians, the reason for the Aeolian migrations, the
geographical features of the Aeolian Region and the main Aeolian cities were evaluated. Aeolian cities; It has three
different geographical features: Sea cities (port cities), lowland cities and mountainous region cities. How these
geographical features affect the development of cities, urban planning, city economy and cultural communication
between cities has been examined. In the light of ancient sources and excavation finds; Aeolian migrations, the
development of cities, their plans and cultural structures were examined.
Keywords: Aeolian, Migrations, City, Western Anatolia Region.
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The Influences of Turkish Immigrants on European Economy

Ömer Tarık GENÇOSMANOĞLU1
Abstract
Turkish immigrants would inevitably have profound influences on the economies of receiving countries after their
massive movements. This paper examines how they affect the European economy by using the recent evidence
from the Netherlands in terms of the labor market, business world, and international trade. For this purpose, a
comprehensive micro-dataset from the Statistics Netherlands including all employees and firms in the country is
used in the study. The contribution of Turkish immigrants to the Dutch economy in terms of wage income and
business revenues increased by more than 50% in 2010-2018, from 4,7 billion Euros to 7,2 billion Euros. Their
share in the foreign trade volume of the Netherlands improved from 261,5 million Euros to 672,7 million Euros
in the same period. Accordingly, Dutch Turks have a share slightly above 1% in the national income as of 2018.
Turkish immigrants differ from the native Dutch and other immigrant groups in the labor market and business
world, especially by income and education. The labor distribution of immigrants, including Dutch Turks, has been
changed by generations. On the other hand, for all immigrant groups, the higher the education level, the higher
the income level. The economic activities of Turks and other immigrants are mostly among their ethnic groups.
For example, firm shareholders belong to the same immigrant groups, while employers give priority to their ethnic
origins in employment. Immigrant groups are engaged generally in imports business, whereas their foreign trade
activities are lower than expected. The analysis shows that Turkish immigrant-owned businesses contribute to the
national economy as to the native-born, while the earnings of their workforce fall far behind the Dutch labor.
However, compared to the other immigrants, Turkish entrepreneurs and employers receive a higher income, while
the Turkish workforce in the labor market gets a lower income.
Keywords: Turkish-Dutch, international migration, immigrant, entrepreneur, labor market
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Examination of Immigrants' Psycho-social Problems and Substance Addictions

Aslı HALHALLI1
Derya Güzel ERDOGAN2
Abstract
Migration is a problem that exists in all geographies from past to present. Especially in Turkey, the density of
immigrants is higher. For people who have been forcibly displaced, migration has many negative psychological,
social and economic effects. The deterioration of the mental health of the person, starting the migration journey
with a traumatic life story, causes a trauma in the individual. The fact that immigrants are regular or irregular
immigrants with immigration causes them to experience psycho-social problems because they do not have a certain
settled order, and it causes immigrants to feel that they do not belong anywhere. Individuals with psycho-social
problems tend to have a substance orientation. Immigrants who turn to drugs turn to crime and violence.
Additionally, it brings with it domestic violence. Therefore, this violence poses a risk to the individual, his/her
family and society. Substance use and trying to access drugs make living conditions more difficult and place an
extra financial burden on immigrants. In addition, the fact that immigrants have such easy access to the substance
is also a major risk factor for the societies in which they live. Psychosocial problems, psychotic disorders, increased
rates of suicide and crime affect the development of behavioral addictions in the increase of immigrants' substance
orientation and substance use. In this study, psycho-social problems in the increase of immigrants' substance
orientation and substance use, determining the relationship between immigration and substance addiction, risk
factors in substance addiction, raising awareness in substance addiction will be examined. The possible long-term
consequences (i.e psycho-social problems) of these challenges will be reviewed, and substance abuse prevention
will be analyzed and outlined to reduce risks. In addition, this study will examine the relationship between
immigrants and substance abuse. Considering the relevant (Turkish) literature in the study, it will be tried to analyze
the psycho-social problems that lead to substance use among adolescents who have migrated through immigrants
concentrated in the province of Gaziantep. A qualitative review work will be made on the subject and similar
studies will be used.
Keywords: Substance Addiction, Psycho-social Problems, Immigrants, Substance Orientation
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The Evaluation of Story Books Used in Teaching Turkish as a Foreign Language in Terms of
Vocation: A Sample of Salih Story Series Prepared by PIKTES Project

Tuğçe BAYRAK GÖKKAYA1
Nilay ÇAĞLAYAN DİLBER 2
Abstract
Teaching Turkish as a foreign language has gained importance thanks to the increase in immigration from abroad
to Turkey. The importance of vocabulary in teaching Turkish as a foreign language and promoting culture is the
milestone of this research. Salih Story Series is a pioneering storybook set, written by targeting Syrian children who
immigrated to our country as part of the PİKTES Project. The aim of this study is the vocabulary consisting of
idioms, proverbs, stereotypes, reduplications, exclamations and proper nouns in the story books in the Salih Story
Series, which were written for Syrian migrant children and prepared within the scope of the PİKTES Project;
hence, the study aims to reveal the frequency and prevalence of the words in the story books. The data set of the
study consists of 10 story books in the Salih Story Series and the activities in these story books. The stories
mentioned in the research and the activities in the stories were examined in terms of word frequency and
vocabulary; accordingly the "document review method" was used. Cibakaya 2.0 program was used to determine
the word frequency of story books. In the analysis of the data set, the word frequency list of each story book was
created and the frequency of use of the vocabulary elements, the frequency of use in the total word and the total
number of words in the stories were determined out of the created frequency lists. Thanks to the findings, the
frequency of the vocabulary elements in the stories was examined and the frequencies found were compared with
other studies on the vocabulary of the story sets used in teaching Turkish as a foreign language in the literature. It
has been determined that the vocabulary elements in the analyzed storybooks can help Syrian immigrant children
learn Turkish as a foreign language in terms of vocabulary.
Keywords: PIKTES Project, Salih Story Series, Vocabulary, Teaching Turkish, Teaching Turkish as a Foreign
Language
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Smugglers Who Transported Migrants to Istanbul in the Eighteenth Century and Their
Punishments

Nihal METIN1
Abstract
Immigration to Istanbul became one of the most serious issues for the authorities in the 18th century due to
problems related to population density, and there had been attempts to stop it starting from the second half of the
16th century. As a result, they did not only attempt to eliminate the causes of migration in the provinces and
prevent immigrants from entering Istanbul through the city's gates, but they also considered evacuating the city.
Administrators and officers in the provinces and in Istanbul were repeatedly warned about neglect and misconduct
in immigration transits. However, there were those who ignored all the restrictions and continued to smuggle
migrants into Istanbul. Some of the people who rented animals to immigrants, called kirâcı or mükarî, continued
to smuggle illegal immigrants by land, while some of the shipmasters and boatmen continued to smuggle illegal
immigrants by sea. There was even a network of guides who transported the migrants to nearby towns, housed
them, directed them, and handed them over to other intermediaries who would take them to Istanbul. Some
intermediaries were arranging houses to host the immigrants they brought to Istanbul for a while. All of these
activities were revealed through witness statements and confessions of those who were caught. Sometimes they
were forgiven, and other times they were given harsh punishments. In this study, the smugglers who illegally
brought immigrants to Istanbul, the intermediaries who organized this work, their itinerary and the state's fight
against these smugglers are discussed based on archival documents.
Keywords: Ottoman, immigrant, Istanbul, internal migration, transportation
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An Evaluation on the Reflection of Migration and Urban Poverty on Space

Rahime ÇERÇİ1
Abstract
Throughout human history, people have migrated from one place to another in order to survive individually or in
groups for many reasons such as war, famine, proximity to water resources, economic and health. The effect of
increasing capitalism in today's world causes migration and poverty all over the world. When individuals or groups
migrate from their country of birth to other countries due to poverty, they encounter deprivation, which is the
other side of poverty. In particular, individuals who migrate in groups are not integrated into the places they
migrated and are exposed to many other injustices such as violence, gender discrimination and social exclusion.
The main reason for these negativities is the socio-economic, cultural, lifestyle, administrative and administrative
differences between the immigrants and the place where they migrated. In the face of all these, individuals or
groups who migrated are pushing themselves to separate from the place they migrated and to lead an isolated life
together. The isolation realized in this way increases the solidarity and harmony between groups as well as
introversion. However, the spatial structures created in order to meet the need for shelter during this solidarity and
adaptation process cause regional disintegration. In this study, it is aimed to show the effect of migration on the
regulation of social structure beyond being just a population movement by emphasizing the spatial reflections of
poverty that emerged as a result of migration. In this context, a comprehensive literature review was conducted
within the scope of migration and urban poverty, and besides the conceptual and theoretical analysis, their
reflections on the space were emphasized.
Keywords: Migration, Poverty, Globalization, Spatial Segregation, Social Rights
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A Look at the Concept of Migration in Contemporary Art: The Case of Ai Weiwei

Melike NÜKTE DİNÇER1
Abstract
Early humans were nomads, traveling in search of food, shelter, and security. Today, people continue to act for
many different reasons, including economic, political, cultural, religious and environmental. Sometimes, events
beyond people's control, such as war or natural disaster, displace them and force them to migrate. The
phenomenon of migration from the past to the present affects the way of life of both individuals and societies.
Traumatic situations, such as displacement, leaving one's home or homeland, are discussed with different
dimensions of the phenomenon of migration in the field of art, as well as in the fields of economic, social, political
and psychology. Artists dealing with global issues such as migration in the contemporary art world try to present
the migration crisis in a different, aesthetic and critical way. It is seen that the situations that individuals live during
migration and where they settled are the subject of every period of art.
It is seen that the situations that individuals live during migration and where they settled are the subject of every
period of art. Many artists, who are directly or indirectly affected by the effects of migration, reveal different aspects
of migration in their works. In this study, the effects of the phenomenon of migration on contemporary art and
the works of the Chinese artist Ai Weiwei, who dealt with the phenomenon of migration in his works, were
examined. Ai Weiwei focuses on immigration, immigration, justice and humanity to touch hearts and minds and
ultimately raise awareness of immigration policies and practices. The research discusses the harsh realities of antiimmigrant discourse through Weiwei's work, which was created to describe selected themes of immigrant
experiences.
Keywords: Contemporary Art, War, Immigration, Immigrant, Ai Weiwei
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Construction of Brexit Through Anti-immigration Discourses in the European Parliament

Kamber GÜLER1
Abstract
The phenomenon of migration was not more than ‘migration’ until it began to be called as ‘migration crisis’ in
2015, when the population of Mediterranean Sea arrivals in Europe increased to over 1 million. This was almost
five times more than the number of 2014. 2015 was also the year, when a member of the European Parliament
(EP) used the term ‘Brexit’ during a parliamentary debate for the first time. From then on, migration and Brexit
have been among the hot topics of the debates in the EP, mingling with each other from time to time. Migration
has also been the starting point of some Brexit debates in the EP. Taking these into consideration, this study is
aimed at understanding and exposing how the members of the EP, particularly the ones from the United Kingdom
(UK), have constructed Brexit through anti-immigration discourses during the EP debates from 2015 on. By doing
so, it also aims to shed light on the impacts of migration on the destiny of the UK in particular and the European
Union in general. To these ends, the discourses delivered during the debates are analysed on the basis of the
relevant literature on critical discourse analysis (CDA). Along with some references to Norman Fairclough and
Ruth Wodak, the study mostly draws on the premises and strategies of Teun A. van Dijk’s socio-cognitive approach
of CDA to base its arguments. The data compiled from the official website of the EP covers the period from 2015,
when the term ‘Brexit’ was first used, to 31 January 2020, when Brexit was officially realized. Lastly, the main
finding of the study is that Brexit is actually a constructed process and result through the relevant anti-immigration
discourses.
Keywords: European Parliament, Brexit, migration, anti-immigration discourses, critical discourse analysis
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The Effects of Immigration on Per Capita Income and Informal Economy

Mustafa YILDIRIM 1
Elif ÇİRCİ 2
Abstract
Today, migration flows, which continue to increase, play an important role in countries' economic growth and
development processes. Besides their potential impacts on production and income, the migration flows may give
rise to structural changes in countries' economic, social, cultural, and political landscape. Rapid technological
developments and accelerating globalization trends are often cited among the factors that profoundly affect
migration figures. Likewise, natural calamities, battles, and the lack of economic opportunities are usually held
responsible for a dramatic rise in the number of immigrants. No matter the underlying motivation, this increase
has sparked an increment in the number of studies investigating its potential economic impacts on the target
countries. Notwithstanding a voluminous literature on migration, few studies have focused on the impact of
migration on the informal economy. The present work explores the migration's likely effects on the target country's
income per capita and the size of its informal economy for 95 countries, each being developed or developing,
between the years 2000 and 2019. The paper's main objective is to compare the findings for the two groups of
countries (developed vs. developing) as well as examine the possible influence of migration on the informal
economy. The panel data analysis reveals that, regardless of the country group, the number of immigrants has no
significant effect on the income per capita and the size of the informal economy. However, a unit increase in the
immigrant stock is associated with an approximately 0.14% lower income-per-capita in developed countries than
their developing counterparts. Lastly, it turns out that while the institutional quality is inversely related to the
informal economy, technological development goes hand in hand with the informal economy.
Keywords: Immigration, Informal Economy, Per Capita Gross Domestic Product, Immigrant Stock, Panel Data
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An Assessment Regarding the Extradition of the Uyghurs in Terms of the Right to Asylum in the
Framework of the Extradition Treaty

Cansu YENER KESKİN1
Abstract
An extradition treaty (‘Treaty’) was signed between Turkey and the People’s Republic of China (‘PRC’) on
13.05.2017. This treaty was ratified by the National People’s Congress of the PRC on 26.12.2020. On the other
hand, the regarding bill submitted to the Grand National Assembly of Turkey (‘GNAT’) on 26.04.2019 has not
yet been approved. Uyghurs, who live in Turkey under different statuses are troubled about the possibility of the
ratification of the Treaty by the GNAT. On 24.01.2019, the Migration Board of Turkey decided to grant longterm residence permits to Uyghurs who entered Turkey before 01.01.2019. Therefore, many Uyghurs who entered
Turkey before this date and obtained another residence permit or are legally residing in Turkey under international
protection status have obtained long-term residence permit in accordance with the aforementioned decision of
24.01.2019. For Uyghurs who entered Turkey after 01.01.2019 with an asylum request, only those who gained
conditional refugee status in accordance with art. 62 of the LFIP have the right to legally reside in Turkey.
According to art. 3/a of the Treaty, prior granting of the right to asylum to the person whose extradition was
requested is a compulsory obstacle to extradition. In the case of the ratification of the Treaty also by Turkey, a
certain number of Uyghurs will face the danger of extradition, and some others will be able to put forward the
provision regarding the compulsory obstacle to extradition in the Treaty in case of such a request. The present
study examines whether it will be possible to extradite Uyghurs in accordance with the Treaty signed with the PRC,
from the perspective of their legal status and right to asylum in Turkey.
Keywords: Uyghurs, Extradition, Right to Asylum, Long-term Residence Permit, Conditional Refugee
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'Leaving' and 'Staying' in the Context of David Greig's 'European' Play: 'Migration'

Gülşah FIRINCIOĞLU1
Burak ÇİÇEK2
Abstract
There are some places such as airport, bus station, train station, station which have the concept of migration in
their center of contain. In this case too, 'border' appears as a concept that includes going and staying in its center.
Contemporary playwright David Greig's named play "Europe" takes place in one such place, the train station, in a
border town. This station, in the border field of an unknown town in Europe, welcomes those who want to leave
the town and those who migrate to the town, under the shadow of the sounds and lights of the passing trains. In
this paper, David Greig's named play "Europe" written in 1994, handled on the axis of migration; the effects of
the intense migration to a border town whose location is not known, on the people living there, the reasons for
those who live here, it aims to discuss the stuckness of those who have to stay in the town within the framework
of the dramatic atmosphere of the text. The play in question deals with the concept of migration from many
different perspectives, not only from the perspective of the people who migrated or the people of the emigration
place. Thus, it is aimed to determine whether this concept has a foreshadowing or not, based on how this concept
was handled in the theater texts of the 1990s. The paper focuses on the analysis method, which aims to follow the
themes of the concept in the text through the lines.
Keywords: David Greig, Europe, Migration, Theatre, Station
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Mongolian Invasion and Migration Movements to Anatolia in the First Half of the XIII.
Century
Burak ÇELİK1
Abstract
The Mongol invasion is an event that deeply affected world history in terms of its consequences. The initiator of
this invasion, which took place in the first half of the XIII. century, was Temüjin, the son of Yesügei, who was
born in Inner Mongolia. After spending a long and ordeal life on the way to power, he managed to gather the
Mongols, who were divided into tens of tribes in these lands with the title Chinggis Khan, under the roof of the
state he founded, with their primitive lifestyle. Chinggis, who did not think of marching west until the
Khwarazmshahs killed the Mongol merchants, began an invasion in 1219.
The invasion reached Transoxiana and Khorasan first. The regions were conquered step by step, and the people,
who realized that it was their turn, fled to the west, mostly to Iran and Azerbaijan in the Near Asia. At this point,
migration groups were mostly composed of nomadic Turkmen. When the invasion ended after a while, the people
breathed for about eight or nine years. However, in 1230, the movement started again in the Mongolian country
and Ogedei sent Chormaqan to the region. Chormaqan was the one who mobilized the real masses. As a matter
of fact, according to the route he followed, he first came to Iran, then to Azerbaijan. The Turkmen masses, who
had to migrate to these places with the first invasion, migrated along the southeast and east of Anatolia this time.
The astute and intelligent Seljuk ruler of the time, Alā ad-Dīn Kayqubād I, welcomed these incoming Turkmen
very warmly and their communities settled in various parts of the region. In addition, while doing this, he blocked
the road going into Anatolia against a possible Mongol attack. When this policy of his was abandoned by his son
Ghiyath al-Din Kaykhusraw II after his death, disasters came one after another. The country was opened to the
Mongol invasion, first with the Babais revolt and then with the Köse Dağ disaster, and the peoples in the east and
southeast advanced to the western ends of Anatolia, to the Byzantine borders. These migrations caused great
changes in the ethnic, religious, commercial, military and political aspects of Anatolia.
In this study, the migration process to Anatolia caused by the Mongolian invasion and the migrating groups will
be examined and a general evaluation of the results of these migrations in Anatolia will be tried to be made.
Keywords: Migration, Turkmens, Anatolia, Iran, Azerbaijan, Mongolian İnvasion
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Protectıon of Personal Data Processed by Universities

Furkan AKBAŞ1
Abstract
Today, the protection of personal data is an issue in the legal system. For this purpose, various legal
regulations are made. First of all, while the crime related to personal data was specified in Article 136 of the Turkish
Penal Code (TCK) No. 5237, which was issued in 2005 in our country, a new era was entered in 2016 with the
entry into force of the Law No. 6698 on the Protection of Personal Data. With the opportunities offered by the
developing technology, information and data are collected, processed and transferred quickly, while the necessity
of protecting personal data such as personal privacy and anonymity of this information has emerged. There are a
total of 207 universities in our country, of which 129 are state universities and 78 are foundation universities.
Universities keep academic, administrative and student information in a data pool in order to meet their service
needs. For this reason, various studies have been carried out to protect personal data in the data pool of universities.
As a result, it was seen that the instructions were similar to each other in general, the lighting texts were not written
in a clear language and the details of the instructions were missing. In the guidelines; It has been concluded that
there is no information about where the data is stored, whether the data is deleted after processing and in which
cases the consent of the data owner can be obtained. It is not known who or who the responsible persons are in
case of theft, hacking or loss of personal data. Again, the lack of standards for the processing and protection of
personal data by universities reveals the necessity of a new regulation.
Keywords: Personal data records at universities; protection of personal data, storage of personal data, personal
data, data records
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The Effect of Creative Drama Activities on the Development of Science Process Skills of Middle
Eastern Students

Meryem ÇOLAK1
Nuray ZAN2
Abstract
The aim of the research is to examine the effect of creative drama activities, which are fictionalized with qualified
children's literature products, on the development of scientific process skills of middle eastern students. For this
purpose, it is planned to organize creative drama workshops with foreign students based on qualified children's
literature products. Basic skills are considered as scientific process skills. Qualified literature products were selected
and creative drama scenarios were written on the basis of these works. The fictional scenarios were checked by
two experts, and approval was obtained for their compliance with the level and creative drama criteria. The study
was carried out in a primary school in the province of Hatay, where students of Middle Eastern origin are
concentrated. A semi-experimental design was used in the study. The experimental and control groups from the
4th grades in the relevant school were randomly assigned. It is planned to use the "Basic Skills Scale" as a data
collection form in order to determine the scientific process skills of the students. Before the study, a pre-test was
applied to both groups. The study has started as of April, and creative drama workshops will be held for 5 weeks
with the experimental group and the post-test will be applied. Based on the data to be obtained from the post-test,
in-group and inter-group comparisons will be made to determine the effectiveness of creative drama activities and
experimental intervention used for the development of scientific process skills. The research is ongoing and the
main results of the study cannot be given under the title of summary.
Aydoğdu, B. ve Karakuş, F. (2015). İlkokul öğrencilerine yönelik Temel Beceri Ölçeğinin Türkçeye uyarlama
çalışması. Mehmet Akif Ersoy University Eğitim Fakültesi Dergisi, 34, 105-131.
Padilla, M., Cronin, L., & Twiest, M. (1985). The development and validation of the test of basic process skills.
Paper presented at the annual meeting of the National Association for Research in Science Teaching, French Lick,
IN.
Keywords: Science process skills, migration, education, creative drama, intercultural education
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Political Economy of Migration: An Assesment of Mass Migration Towards Türkiye

Ramazan ASLAN1
Murat SÜSLÜ 2
Abstract
Migration, which is a historical phenomenon, has emerged from time to time and has been effective in almost
every region of the world for various reasons. The concept of migration, which has been among the hottest topics
in recent years, has brought the pain of people who had to leave their lands to protect their lives and the efforts of
the countries receiving migration, which have to face many social and economic costs due to migration.
Although immigrants create negative effects and additional costs for the receiving country in the short term, it is
possible that they can contribute to the economy thanks to the rational migration management to be carried out
in the long term. It is a point to be taken into account that the benefit of the skilled migrant labor force preferred
by the developed countries affects the economic development, while the migrant labor force in the developing
countries cannot show a similar effect in the short term. In particular, mass migrations to developing countries can
be a factor that forces the economy. In terms of migration, Türkiye is a sensitive point due to its geopolitical
position in terms of being both a receiving and sending country as well as a transit country. In addition, exposure
to mass migration and the unqualified majority of the migrant workforce have had negative effects, especially on
macroeconomic variables, in the short term. Although Syrian immigrants have negative reflections on
unemployment and inflation figures, the increase in exports to Syria, the number of companies established by
Syrian entrepreneurs, and the GDP levels in the provinces where immigrants are concentrated point to positive
reflections on the path of economic integration. With additional measures to be taken within this framework, it is
expected that Syrian immigrants can contribute more to the country's economy.
Keywords: Migration, immigrant, Temporary Asylum, Labour
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Examining The İntervention Programs For Prejiduce Reduction And Attitude Change
Towards Refugees İn Host Children And Adolescents: A Scoping Review

Arzu ÇALIŞKAN SARI1
Abstract
Current scoping review aims to examine the intervention programs that are developed to decrease prejudice and
negative attitudes towards refugees in local children and adolescent sample. With the increase in the refugee
population all over the world, issues such as attitudes towards these groups and the social cohesion of societies
have become important. It can be easier to change the attitudes in children and adolescents than in adults with
ossified ideas. However, there is no scoping review study that approach the issue from a developmental perspective
on this subject. Regarding the studies on children’s and adolescents’ attitudes toward refugees, it can be concluded
the gap between research and the practice is considerably wide. In addition, it is unclear that what kind of
information is available in the literature about which intervention programs are better in recent years. To find the
answer of this, databases that include peer reviewed and professional journal articles were scanned to select relevant
articles. The inclusion criteria for articles can be listed as follows: only intervention studies were selected,
participants of the study consisted of local children and adolescents, at least one of the dependent variables was
changing the attitudes and prejudices positively towards refugee groups, the articles were selected that published
between the years 2010 and 2022, written in English and Turkish. PRISMA-ScR was used to report the results. A
total of 10 articles were included according to the selected criteria among 97 potential articles. The scoping review
found some evidence that multicultural curricula can be effective, but the results are not conclusively positive.
However, anti-racist intervention programs that include in-group discussions and activities like empathy-based
role-playing have been more effective for children and adolescents than implementing a multicultural curriculum.
In addition, extended contact-based intervention programs can be influential in reducing negative attitudes towards
refugees. Lastly, most of the intervention programs were aimed at supporting the psychosocial development of
refugee children, that is, intervention programs aimed at reducing the prejudices of children and youth have not
been implemented that much in Turkish. At this point, the current scoping review points to a huge gap in the
literature.
Keywords: attitude change, intervention programs for local children and adolescents, prejudice reduction, refugees
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Migration Case in Ottoman Geography in the Last Century Based on Ottoman
Archive Documents

Mustafa IŞIK1
Abstract
Wars and occupations in the last 40-50 years, which we have witnessed in our age, have forced people to migrate
from their places of residence. Migration is nothing new. When we look at the documents in the Ottoman State
archives, which were destroyed at the beginning of the 20th century, it is possible to see the last 100 years of the
migration phenomenon in Eurasia. There is no reason why the migration events that happened in the past should
not be experienced today. According to the metaphor of the past and the future, "as much as water resembles
water", positive / negative behaviors experienced in the past are closely related to today's problems. As a matter
of fact, the interventions in Iraq, Afghanistan and Syria have driven people from their places and homes. What
happened in Ukraine, which is a different geography where a different culture is experienced, in a process where
these events taking place in Muslim countries are taken for granted, show that the phenomenon of migration is
not a local situation; thus demonstrating its continuity. With this study, a map of the social pains suffered in 17 of
the 28 regions under Ottoman rule, from China to Serbia, from the Caucasus to Cyprus, was drawn on the Eurasian
scale. In all of this state or region in Eurasia, it was seen that the aspirants of migration were Circassians, and the
center of attraction of migration was Anatolian geography. The choice of Anatolia is not a coincidence; It is also
about being the “centre of tolerance”. In the face of a social event such as migration, the behavior of the "great or
powerful" states of the time is revealed with the information and documents.
Keywords: Ottoman, Migration / Migration, Immigrant / immigrant, asylum.
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Two Foreigners in Samsun in the First Half of the Twentieth Century in the Context
of Migration and Architecture: Architect “Mösyö Riçi” and “Anonymous Hungarian
Architect”

Emre KOLAY1
Abstract
It is seen that foreign architects produced projects in the Ottoman lands in parallel with the developments in the
architectural environment after the proclamation of the Tanzimat. Architects who came to Istanbul for different
reasons both built public works and engaged in architectural activities by taking special orders. The Fossati Brothers
from Russia, William James Smith from England, the French origin Levantine architect Alexandre Vallaury and
the Italian Raimondo D'Aronco can be listed as architects who brought structures of different character to
nineteenth-century Istanbul. Architectural activities performed by foreign and non-Muslim architects gained
momentum in this century. It is known that many non-Muslim architects, especially the Balyan family of Armenian
origin, took part in the development activities both in the capital city of Istanbul and in the provinces. In this
context, foreign and non-Muslim architects have taken part in the construction of both private and public works,
especially in developing port cities such as Izmir, Trabzon, Selanik and Mersin. Samsun, which has developed since
the second half of the nineteenth century and turned into an important port city with the development of the port
area in the first half of the twentieth century, can be given as an example to these coastal cities. The basis of the
study is Italian-born “Mösyö Riçi”, who built the Samsun Municipal Office (1913-1915), and the anonymous
Hungarian-born architect of the Kefeli Apartment Building, known as the first apartment building in Samsun. In
the light of the data obtained as a result of the oral interview with the Kefeli family, it was learned that the Kefeli
Apartment was built between 1931-1933 and the construction of the apartment was given to an architect of
Hungarian origin whose name they cannot remember. It is seen that both architects from different geographies
brought an Orientalist and Art Deco style, different from the local architectural features to the urban character of
Samsun, which gained a modern silhouette in the first half of the twentieth century.
Keywords: Ottoman Architecture, Foreign Architects, Samsun, Public Buildings, Apartments
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Some Recommendations on Integrating Anthropometric Indexes into Expanding
Screening Programs at Early Prediction of Chronic Diseases for Refugee/Immigrants

Cenk GÜNER1
Pınar DÖNER GÜNER 2
Abstract
According to World Health Organization, there are some 1 billion migrants globally, about 1 in 7 of the global
population. These include 281 million international migrants and 82.4 million forcibly displaced. Refugees and
migrants encounter poor living, housing, and working conditions; and inadequate access to health services.
Refugees/ immigrants face various challenges regarding health during and after migration. One of the challenges
is nutritional status. Weight gain in refugees/ immigrants, associated with the changes in nutrition and lifestyle,
increases the incidence of many chronic diseases, and the most common of them are Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus and
cardiovascular diseases. Moreover, increase in body mass after migration is positively correlated with the length of
stay in host country according to the literature.
The nutritional status is a particular importance for refugee/ immigrant children as many of them face the risk of
growth and developmental retardations.
Therefore, lifestyle interventions such as social and psychological after the health screening programs should be
implemented to prevent weight gain or abnormal weight loss for refugees/ immigrants during the post-migration
period. Anthropometric measurements could be included to the health screening programs to predict chronic
diseases strongly in addition to all these interventions. The significance of indexes, visceral adiposity, body round
and lipid accumulation, calculated based on some anthropometric measurements has been emphasized in the
literature to predict the risk of chronic diseases better than just the body mass index.
Keywords: refugee/immigrant health, anthropometric indexes, anthropometric measurements, chronic diseases
prevention, health screening programs.
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The Relationship between Immigration, Ethnic Restaurants and Tourism

Bülent AYDIN1
Arzu TOKER2
Abstract
The demand for ethnic restaurants, which have spread around the world through immigration, have been increased.
These restaurants, which only served migrants at first, have begun to be preferred by local consumers as well. In
some countries, these restaurants have become part of the mainstream culture. Ethnic restaurants have been
popular for a variety of reasons. The most important of these is authenticity. Consumers have chosen ethnic
restaurants for authentic food, atmosphere, and cultural experience. In addition, ethnic restaurants also promote
the country of origin through their cultural values. Ethnic restaurants’ visitors have various attitudes to origin
countries. In addition, visitors intend to travel to origin countries of ethnic restaurants. In this context, the aim of
this study is to examine the relationship between immigration, ethnic restaurants as a result of immigration, and
tourism. For this purpose, the literature was examined with a theoretical approach and this relationship was
revealed.
Keywords: Immigration, Ethnic Restaurants, Tourism
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Experiences, Challenges and Solution Proposals of Physicians Involved in the Health Services
Provided To Refugees: A Qualitative Study

Pınar DÖNER GÜNER1
Abstract
The conflict that started in Syria in 2011 is recognized as a civil war by the United Nations Office for
Refugees (UNHCR). According to the UNHCR data of 2019; while 5.4 million Syrians migrated to
neighboring countries, 6.6 million internally displaced in Syria. Turkey Ministry of Interior- Disaster and
Emergency Management Authority (AFAD) reported that the Syrians living in Turkey were initially
recorded as “guest” and then as “persons who were taken under temporary protection”.Hatay was one
of the most affected places as a consequence of the Syrian civil war. According to the 2017 AFAD
report, there were 357,954 Syrians living outside camps settled in the city of Hatay, which was the second
largest Syrian population living outside camps. The aim of this study was to reveal experiences of
refugees/immigrants among doctors. Besides this, the second aim was to reveal the proposals for
challenges regarding refugee/immigrant health care. The study used qualitative methods which consisted
of a sample of doctors who took part in the health services related to refugee/immigrant patients.
Interviews were conducted face to face with voluntary participants. The interview guideline was prepared
as semi-structured by the researchers through the literature. Data were analyzed using thematic analysis.
The following themes were revealed: Knowledge about Refugee/Immigrant Health Care, Differences
Between Culture and Attitudes, Differences Between Health Care Systems and Expantancy of Health
Service, Barriers to Access Health Care System, Proposals for Health Equity. In this context, doctors
who have experience in providing health care for refugees emphasized the lack of information on refugee
health and the lack of guidelines prepared about refugee/immigrant health.
Keywords: Health equity, health needs, immigrant, refugee, doctors, qualitative research
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The Case of Migration in the Qur'an

Abstract
Ibrahim AKŞİT1
The phenomenon of migration is as old as human history. Although the reasons are different, it is a fact
that people have to migrate from one place to another in every period. It is possible to group these reasons as
political, social, economic, cultural, natural disasters and religious. In this study, which was carried out under the
title of "Immigration Case in the Qur'an", the subject of migrations, which were caused by religious reasons, carried
out by the prophets and their peoples who believed in them, and which the Qur'an informed us, was investigated.
However, it has been observed that chronology is not the main element in the narrative style of the Qur'an, and
the events are mostly told by taking into account the aspects of belief, morality and giving advice. By the command
of Almighty Allah, Hz. The phenomenon of migration, which started with the sending of Adam and his wife Eve
to the earth and continued with other prophets and their tribes, was discussed in the context of the verses in the
Qur'an. However, since it will exceed the dimensions of the presentation, the migration of all prophets is not
mentioned, and the research is only about Hz. Adam, Mr. Abraham, St. Lut, Hz. Shuayb, Hz. Moses and the last
prophet Hz. It was limited to the verses and explanations about Muhammad's migrations. The migration (hijrah)
of our Prophet and his companions was discussed in more detail. The verses in the Qur'an about the mentioned
migration were grouped and presented. Emphasizing the reasons for this migration, using sources such as history,
biography and tafsir, Hz. The migration of the Prophet and his companions from Mecca to Medina is summarized.
In particular, the results and benefits of this migration were touched upon.
Keywords: Migration, Qur’an, Prophets, Migration, Verses.
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